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L PROSPECTUS 
St. Ignatius College, conducted by the Fathers of the 
Society of J e. LlS, was opened for the reception of day-scholars 
on the 6th of September, 1886. It was incorporated by the 
Secretary of State, December 29, 1890, conferring on the col-
lege the power of giving the ordinary degrees. 
The object of the curriculum is to develop harmoniously 
all the mental and moral faculties of the student, to combine 
erudition and logical accuracy, and to cultivate a sense for the 
beautiful in language. Such a course of studies gives the 
knowledge, refinement and culture which characterize true 
scholarship, and accustom ·the student to eriou application, 
before he takes up professional branches. 
Although natural sciences and elementary business prac-
tice receive due attention, prominence is given to the classics, 
to mathematics and to history. The study of the English 
classics receives a powerful help from familiarity with the 
Latin and Greek authors, who are unrivaled model of elegance 
in thought and diction. The study of their works has produced 
the greatest English writers, poets and orators. 
Exerci es, translations from the Latin and Greek lan-
guages and retranslations, accustom the pupil to accurate 
thought, and afford him the best opportunity to perfect himself 
in the mother tongue. 
Mathematics develops the rea-oning powers, and history 
not on! y enables the student to form a correct judgment of 
past and present event , but furnishes him with ideals and 
spurs him on to noble deed . 
The division of the subject-matter and the method of 
teaching are based upon the famous "Ratio Studiorum" of the 
Society of Jesus. 
The cour e of instruction embraces an Academic and a 
Collegiate Department. 
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The Academic Department consists of a four year course 
in English Composition and Literature, Latin and Greek, 
Grammar with corresponding Reading, Algebra and Geometry, 
Elementary Science, Hi tory of Antiquity and the Middle 
Ages, German and Elocution. Bookkeeping i obligatory, at 
least for one year, and a special course may be taken in French 
and Mechanical Drawing. 
This course is the equivalent of a full High chool course 
in the subjects covered. Owing to the greater number of hours 
daily given to the principal branches, these are treated much 
more intensively with the result that a thorough knowledge of 
the subjects is acquired and not a mere acquaintance with them. 
The object of the Collegiate Department, which leads to 
the degree of Bachelor of rts, is to broaden and deepen the 
classical knowledge gained in the cademic Department and to 
lay a suitable foundation for professional studies. It is the 
conviction of the best educators that a mere Academic or High 
School education is far from being the proper mental prepara-
tion required of a student who intends to enter the law or 
medical schools, or who wishes to take up any strictly pro-
fessional study. It is, furthermore, a fact proved by experience 
that, under like conditions, a college graduate is better prepared 
for a business career. 
The greatest emphasis is laid upon a thorough cour e of 
mental and moral philosophy. The subject-matter of this 
course is of vital importance for the candidates of the learned 
professions, because it contains the general philosophical prin-
ciples upon which the specifically professional branches are 
based and which, owing to lack of time and the vast amount of 
matter to be gone through in the univer ity years, cannot be 
treated except incidentally. Suffice it to mention p ychology, 
cosmology, theodicy and general and special ethic . A pro-
fessional man with all the cares of daily life and the constant 
routine of business, will hardly find time to fill the gap, and a 
mere encyclopedic knowledge of these subjects will frequently 
only prove the old saying: ". little learning is a dangerous 
thing." The great and burning question of the day, ocialism. 
.. 
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:Materiali sm, I antheism, etc., ought to be thoroughly under-
stood and correctly judged by Catholics in the higher walks of 
life. All these questions arc either treated in the course of 
mental and moral philosophy, or at least the principle are 
explained according to which a true estimate of them can be 
made. 
A great timulus to work and a valuable help toward de-
riving the full benefit of a classical education, is furnished by 
the different Literary and Debating Societies established in 
accordance with the "Ratio Studiorum." A spirit of noble 
rivalry is kept alive by frequent competitions. The pupils are 
trained for appearance in public both by Literary Entertain-
ments, given in presence of their fellow students, and by the 
Contests, Debates and the Plays to which the public at large is 
invited. 
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GENERAL REGULATIONS 
OMISSION--Every candidate, who is not personally 
known to the faculty, must furnish testimonials of good moral 
character. Those coming from other institution must pre ent 
certificates showing their standing in those institutions. The 
requirements in the matter of studies are given on pages 13 
and 24. 
LEAVI c THE COLLEGE--Parents who wish to withdraw 
their sons before the end of the session are respectfully re-
quested to o-ive due notice of their intention to the Prefect of 
Discipline. Many inconveniences will thus be avoided and 
order secured. On leaving, students should take their books, 
etc., with them, as the College is not re ponsible for any articles 
left behind. 
ScHOLARSHIP--Frequent written compet1t10ns take place, 
the results of which determine the standing of the students 
and the honors of the class. Written exercises and reviews 
which have been missed on account of absence must be made 
up afterwards. In case this is not done and no excuse offered 
or allowed these exercises will be accounted failures . The 
student himself is responsible for the due performance of such 
exercises. The quarterly results are publicly announced at the 
end of each quarter in the presence of the Faculty and the 
students in the College auditorium; on which occasions pre-
miums are awarded to those student who have distinguished 
themselves for good conduct, application, and proficiency. 
PROMOTIO s--Promotions depend largely on the exami-
nations, held at the end of each term, but mainly on the stand-
.. 
:. 
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ing in the class during the entire year. The student's pro-
ficiency is determined according to the following scale: 
100-99 Excellent. 
98-91 Very Good . 
90-85 Good. 
84-75 Fair. 
7-1--05 l'nsatisfactory, but a second examination is granted. 
HoNons-The principal prize at the end of the year is a 
gold medal, which is awarded to the student who has the high-
est class-average for the whole year; be ide , premiums will be 
awarded to those next in merit. 
premium cannot be obtained by a student who has less 
than 85<,7, in any of the principal branches, less than 75% in 
any other branch in cour e, and less than 93% in the total 
average. 
DEGREES-The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred 
upon those students who have succe sfully completed the re-
quired number of courses in the various branches and ,,·ho 
have pa sed satisfactory oral and written examinations. 
Ho:ME STUDY-Parents are requested to insist on their 
son's indispensable duty of home study. It is utterly impos-
sible to accomplish the work laid out for each year, unless the 
student devote at least three hours daily to private study at 
home. 
ATTENDANCE-Punctual and regular attendance cannot be 
too strongly emphasized. Illness is, generally speaking, the 
only excuse for taying away. 
Absences from class amounting to two weeks (ten class 
days) in one term will debar the student from advancing to 
the following class on account of the deficiency in the amount 
of \\'Ork clone, \\'hich such frequent absences entail. All cases 
of this kind will be passed upon by the Committee of the 
Faculty to which they are referred for judgment. 
Parents are regularly informed of the non-attendance of 
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their son , who, in the case of absence, are inva riably requi red 
to bring a note of excuse to the P refect of Discipline. If 
parents do not in i t on home study and regular attendance, 
they need not be astoni hcd if their sons eli appoint their ex-
pectations. 
RELIGIOUS TRAI INc-The I\.loral and Religious T raining 
of the schola rs being the mo t important part of educat ion, the 
students are required to be present at Mass every day, to make 
the Annual Retreat, and to go to the acraments at least once 
a month. 
PoLITENEss-Along with the Moral and Mental T rain ing, 
the Faculty lay great stres on the development of the man-
ners of perfect gentlemen.-For faults comm itted outside the 
premises, the officers of the College arc by no means re pon-
sible; should, however, any serious charge be sufficiently 
proved, the guilty will be punished according to the graYity 
of the offense. 
REPORTS-Weekly reports are given respecting the tu -
dent ' conduct, application, attention, and deportment; parents 
are requested to sign the e reports and to ee that they are 
returned to the College. emi-annual reports will be ent to 
the parents to inform them of their sons' proficiency in the 
various branches. 
ScHOOL HouRs-Doors open every morning at 7:00 
o'clock, standard time. All students are expected to be pre -
ent five minutes to 8:00 o'clock, the time to go to Cha:)el fo r 
hearing Mass. 
Class begins at 8:30 A. M. and continues to 11 :50 . :\I. 
and 1 :00 to 2 :30 P. M. To excu e late arrival, be it on ac-
count of great distance or for any other rea on, pecial ar-
rangements must be made with the Prefect of Discipline. 
HoLIDAYS-Thursday is the weekly holiday; but should 
there be any extraordinary holiday during the week, classes 
may be continued as usual. Other holidays are: II holy days 
of obligation, the national holiday , Chri tma vacation from 
-
.. 
• · 
December 23 to januar: -+,and Ea ter vacation from vVedne -
day in Holy \\"eek to Thursday in Ea ter Week. 
Scho I will reopen \ Vednesday, September 2, at 9:00 
o'clock A. 1 ., standard time. 
Hoarders are not admitted. Respectable boarding-houses 
can be recommend d by the College authorities to students not 
living in the city. 
It is hi ghly important that all the tudents be present on 
the day of reopening , a the regular clas work begins at once. 
X ol on ly clo students uffer greatly by mi sing the introductory 
lessons of their respective cia es, but in consequence thereof 
g reat inconvenience is caused to the teacher.. It is, therefore, 
expected that all students present themselves on the day of 
reopening. Late-come·rs canuot compete for class honors, nor 
th ose leaviug before the close of the scholastic ')'Car. 
TERMS 
As the in titution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent 
for its support on the fees paid for tuition. 
Tuition and Library per quarter, $12.50. 
tudents of Chemistry and P hysics pay 10.00 per annum 
for the u e of material and apparatus in the laboratory. 
Drawing per quarter, $1.25. 
Diploma $5.00. 
Books and stationery are furnished by the College at cur-
rent prices. Payments must be made quarterly in advance. 
No deduction is made for absence, save in case of dismissal 
or protracted illness. The sess ion is divided into quarters, 
beginning respectively about the first of September, the middle 
of ovember, the fir t of February, and the middle of April. 
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THE O'CALLAGHAN SCHOLARSHIPS 
REV. E. M. o· ALL,\ ,fL\N founded two scholarships for 
two boys studying for the priesthood. The holder thereof are 
selected by the Pa tor of St. olman's. 
THE ST. ALOYSIUS SCHOLARSHIPS 
These cholarships, five in number, were founclccl by a 
friend of the College, who wishe his name to remain unknown. 
THE FATHER LI DESMITH SCHOLARSHIPS 
THE REv. E. W. ]. LrNDESMITII founded two cholarships 
for boys studying for the priesthood. The holders thereof 
are selected by the Rt. Rev. Bi hop. 
A scholarship consists of a donation of $1,000.00. The annua l in-
come of this capital, put out at interest, will cover the tuition o f one 
student for one year. Scholar hips are applied to deserving tudents 
only. 
r 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
REv. GEORGE J. PICKEL, S . J., P resident. 
REv. J. B. NEusncn, S. ]., Treasurer . 
REV. MATTHIAS PETERS, s. J. 
REV. }OHN B. THEIS, S. J. 
REv. FRANCIS J. HAGGENEY, S. J., Secretary. 
REV. A THONY HARTMANN, S. J. 
REv. J on B. FROEBES, S. J. 
11 
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COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT 
FACULTY 
REV. GEORGE J. PI KEL, S. J., 
President. Prefect of Studies. Che,mistry. 
REV. JOH r B. THEI , S. J. 
Vice-President. 
REV. JOH B. NEU TICH, 
Treasurer. 
REV. HENRY BOEHMER, S. J., 
Chaplain. 
REV. JOHN ]. MING, S. ]., 
Post-Graduate Course. 
REV. FRA CIS J. HAGGE EY, . J., 
Philosophy. 
REV. FRA CIS X. SEN , S. J., 
Sophomore Class. Moderator of the Debating Society. 
REV. JOHN B. KESSEL, S. ]., 
Freshma11 Class. 
REV. FREDERICK L. ODENBACH, S. J., 
Curator of the JvluseU'm. Director of the Meteorolo <Iical 
Observatory. English. 
REV. ALOY Iu F. HEITK UP, . ]., 
Ph·ysics. Chemistr~r Mathematics. 
REV. JOHN B. FROEBES, S. J., 
Mathematics . Mechanical Drawing. 
B. F. HAMBLETO , M. D., 
B iology. Physiology. 
• • 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
In order to be admitted to the Freshman Class the candi-
date must have completed a course of studies which is equiva-
lent to the four years' course outlined for the Academic 
Department in this catalogue, pages 24 to 31. 
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COURSES OF STUDY 
EVIDZI'CES OF REUG:O:-J 
COURSE I. 
FRESHMAN. Two hours a week for one year. (Wil-
mer's Handbook, Part I.) Apologetics: Existence of 
God. Immortality of the soul. Religion. Revelation. 
Christian Revelation. The Church, its institution, consti-
tution, marks, teaching office. 
COURSE II. 
SOPHOMORE. Two hours a week for one year. (Wil-
mer's Handbook, Part II.) God. Creator. Redeemer. 
Grace and Means of Grace. 
COURSE I. 
Logic. JUNI OR. Five hours a week for one term. 
(a) Minor Logic: T he nature of simple apprehension. Di-
visions of ideas. Judgments and propositions. Reasoning. 
Syllogisms. Other species of arguments. Indirect rea-
sonings. ophisms. Philosophic discussion. 
(b) Major Logic: The nature of certainty. The fact of cer-
tainty. Skepticism. T he means of acqui ring certainty. 
The ultimate criterion of certainty. 
METAPHYSICS 
COURSE II. 
Metaphysics. JUNIOR. Five hours a week for one 
term. 
(a) General Metaphysics. The concept of being. Analogy 
and negation of being. Essence, existence, possible being. 
T he fi rst principles derived from being. Attributes of 
being. Substance and accidence. Hypostasis. Cause and 
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effect. The chief perfections of being. The infinite, the 
necessary. Order and beauty. 
(b) Cosmology. Space and time. Origin of the world. The 
laws of nature. Miracles. Constitution of bodies; ancient 
and modern theories. 
COURSE III. 
Psychology. SENIOR. ix hours a week for one term 
(a) Life in general; three degrees of life. Sensitive life. 
Animal intelligence. Hypnotism. 
(b) The human intellect. Theories of cognition. The human 
will. The human soul, its nature, origin and destiny. 
Theories of evolution. 
COURSE IV. 
Natural Theology. SE1\ ' JOR. Six hours a week for one 
term. 
The existence of God. Atheism. God's essence, infinite 
perfection, simplicity and unity. Pantheism, Immensity, 
eternity of God. The divine intellect. The divine will. 
God's power. God and creatures. Divine Providence. 
COURSE V. 
Moral Philosophy. SKVIOR AND JUNIOR. Four 
hours a week for both term . 
(a) General principles. The ultimate end of man, hedonism 
and utilitarianism. The u e of the present life. :..roral 
good and moral evil. The true norm of morality; false 
theories. Accountability for moral acts. The passions. 
Virtues and vices. Law in general. Eternal, natural and 
po itive law. Conscience. Sanction of the moral law. 
(b) Special pplications: 
l. Individual Rights. Duties; Duties to God. Necessity 
of religion. Duties to ourselves. Suicide immoral. Duties 
to other men: Charity and ju tice. Duties regarding the 
minds and wills of others. Lying. Duties regarding the 
lives of others. Homicide. Self-defense. Duties regard-
ing honor. Dueling. 
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Rights of ownership. Communism. Validity of titles 
of ownership. Ways of acquiring property. Transfer of 
property by contract. Wages of laborers. 
2. ocial right and duti~ . Society in general. Domes-
tic society. Divine institution. nece ·sity, unity, indis-
solubility of marriage. Rights and dutie of husband and 
wife. Emancipation of woman. I arental authority. Edu-
cation. Master and ervant. lavery. 
3. Civil rights and duties. Origin of the State; fal se 
and true theories. Civil authority. End of civil govern-
ment. State ab olutism. The units of the tate. Political 
P.quality of women. The different forms of government. 
Duties and right of the government regarding moral and 
intellectual welfare, public morality, rei igion, religious 
liberty, liberty of the pre , education, material prosperity. 
The ocial problem. 
Functions of civil government, legislative, judiciary, 
executive. Penal power, its object and extent. Duties of 
civil officers. urpation. Depo ition of rulers and change 
of governments. Resistance to civil authority. 
International law. The natural rights of nations. In-
tervention. International treaties. Concordat . War 
and arbitration. · ationalities. The family of nations. 
!_ TIN 
COURSE I. 
Principles of Latin tyle. P.oman Literature. A general 
conspectus is g1ven. Latin essays and Latin explanation 
of Latin and Greek author . Two hours a week for one 
year. Freshman. 
COURSE II. 
Cicero: Orationes in Catilinam; Pro Archia; Pro Ligario. 
Sallust: De Catilina. Three hours a week for one year. 
Freshman. 
COURSE III. 
V ergil : Aeneid, Georgie , Eclogues. Horace: Select 
Odes. Two hour a week for one year. Freshman. 
.l 
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COURSE IV. 
Original Latin ompositions and Translations from Eng-
lish into Latin. Explanations of Latin and Greek authors 
in Latin. Sophomore . 
COURSE V. 
Cicero: Pro Milone, De Imperio Cn. Pompeii, Pro Mar-
cello, De Oratore, Philosophical Works. Horace: Odes, 
Epodes, Satires, Epistles. Sophomore. 
COURSE VI. 
Roman and Greek Archeology. Freshman and S opho-
more. 
GREEK 
COURSE I. 
Grammar completed and reviewed. Written exercises ; 
Translations from English to Greek based on the authors 
read. One hour a week. Freshnw,n. 
COURSE II. 
Selections from the New Testament. St. John Chrysos-
tom's In Eutropium. Lysias. Plato' Apologia. Two 
hours a week for one year. Freshman. 
COURSE III. 
Homer's Odyssey. Two hours a week for one year. 
Freshman. 
COURSE IV. 
Reading: Demosthenes' Orations. Homer's Iliad. Soph-
ocle . Four hours a week for one year. Sophomore. 
COURSE V. 
Exercises : Translations of select passages into Latin; 
English into Greek. History of Greek Literature. One 
hour a week for one year. Sopho·more. 
ENGLISH 
COURSE I. 
1. (Coppens, Book V. VI.) H istory and nature of versifica-
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tion. tructure of ver e. The Nature of poetry. Poetic 
diction. Variety of poetry. 
2. Exercises: Es ays, original poems, translations of Vergil 
and Homer into English verse. 
One hour a week throughout the year. Freshma11 . 
COURSE II. 
Hi tory of English Literature from the begnning of the 
seventeenth century. One hour a week throughout the 
year. Freshman. 
COURSE III. 
Reading: Macaulay's "Es ay on Milton," Milton's "Para-
di e Lost," Shakespeare's "Julius Cresar," "Macbeth." 
Two hours a week for one year. Freshman. 
COURSE IV. 
1 . Precepts of Rhetoric. Applied to specimens: Critical 
examination of orations of Cicero, Demosthenes, t. John 
Chrysostom, Chatham, Burke, Pitt, Fox, Webster, ew-
man. 
2. Practice in original work : Short papers, parts of orations 
throughout the year. Every month one complete speech 
in English and Latin. Critical essays on models. Daily 
practice in extempore speaking and criticism. Lectures 
on specified authors or orations. Sophomore. 
COURSE V. 
English Literature: The Old English and Middle English 
Periods. Period of Modern English as far a the seven-
teenth century. 
Reading: Chaucer's Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. 
Spenser's Faerie Queene. Shakespeare's Henry VIII. 
Hamlet . King Lear. Goodrich, Specimens of British 
Eloquence. Mathews, Oratory and Orators. American 
Orators. Newman, The Second Spring. 
Three hours a week throughout the year. Sophomore. 
COURSE VI. 
(a) Philosophy of Literature. Canons of Criticism. Study of 
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clas ical authors, patiicularly writers on philo ophical 
topics. 
(b) ·wri tten papers on philosophical subjects. Oral and writ-
ten criti cisms of papers presented in clas . Two hours a 
week throughout th e year., S enior. 
MATHEMATICS 
COURSE I. 
Plane Trigonometry. 
Four hours a week for one term. Freshman. 
COURSE II. 
Spherical Trigonometry. 
Four hours a week for one term. Freshman. 
COURSE III. 
Advanced Algebra. 
Four hours a week fo r one term. Sophomore. 
COURSE IV. 
Plane Analytic Geometry. 
Four hours a week for one term. Sophomore. 
COURSE V. 
(Optional). olid Analytic Geometry. 
COURSE VI. 
Differential Calculus. 
Four hours a week for one term. Senior. 
COURSE VII. 
(Optional). Integral Calculus. 
COURSE VIII. 
Astronomy. 
Four hours a week for one term. Senior. 
HISTORY 
COURSE I. 
Cau es of the Revolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. The French Revolution. apoleon, his sue-
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cess and failure. Political history of the nineteenth cen-
tury. 
Two hours a week for one year. Freslmwn. 
COURSE II. 
American War of Independence. United States History 
to 1861. The Civil War. Latest History of the United 
States. 
elected Periods of General History. 
Two hours a week for one year. Sophomore. 
NATURAL SCIENCE 
CHEMISTRY 
COURSE I. 
Inorganic Chemistry. Laws and Theories. 
Laboratory. 
Five hours a week, first half-year. 
COURSE II. 
Inorganic Chemistry. Metals. Laboratory. 
Five hours a week, second half-year. 
COURSE III. 
on-metals. 
Analytical Chemistry. Qualitative. 
One laboratory period a week for one year. S enior. 
COURSE IV. 
Organic Chemistry. Remsen's Introduction. 
Two hours a week for one year. Senior. 
PHYSICS 
COURSE I . 
Mechanics. Con titution of matter. Sound. Heat. Lab-
oratory work. 
Five hours a week, first half-year. 
COURSE II. 
Electricity. Light. Laboratory work. 
Five hours a week, second half-year. 
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BIOLOGY 
COURSE I. 
1. E lementary study of the low forms of plant and animal 
life. 
2. Chemical composition and structure of plants and ani-
mals; Clas. ification, Nutrition, Development and modes 
of living. 
3. The single cell, its structure, composition and life history. 
4. Theoric of Biology. 
PHYSIOLOGY 
COURSE II. 
Hi tological Structure of the Tissues of the Human Body. 
Chemical Composition and Physiology of the Blood. 
Circulation. Respiration. 
Secretion. Digestion and Nutrition. 
Muscle and erve. Central Nervous System and Special 
enses. 
ADVANCED GERMAN 
COURSE I. 
Principle of German Style. Trope and Figures of 
Speech. 
Reading: Selection from Goethe, Schiller, Uhland, Bren-
tano. 
Exercise : Different Kinds of Prose Compositions. Chria. 
Polished Letter \iVriting. 
Two hour a week for one year. 
COURSE II. 
Principles of Rhetoric. History of Literature. 
Reading: Selections from Classical German Author's, 
especially German Dramatists. 
Exercises: Essays and Orations. 
Two hours a week for one year. 
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT 
FACULTY 
REV. GEORGE J. PICKEL, . ]., 
President. Prefect of Studies. 
REV. JOHN B. THEIS, S. J., 
Vice-President . . ReHgion and j\;f athematics. 
REV. MATTHIAS PETERS, S. J., 
First Academic Class. 
REV. FRA TCIS X. NEBRICH, S. J., 
Second Academic Class, Division A . 
AUGUST! TE W LTERS, S. J., 
Second Academic Class, Division B. 
REV. ANTHONY WILWERDI G, S. ]., 
T hird Academic Class, Division A. 
FRA CIS BENr ETT, S. ]., 
Third Academic Class, D1"vision B. 
JOSEPH F. KIEFER, S. J ., 
Fourth Academic Class, Division A., Ph-ysical Director. 
JOHN KROST, S. J ., 
F01~rth Academic Class, Division B., Libran·an. 
REV. FREDERICK L. ODENBACH, S. J., 
Physical Geograph)'· 
REV. VALE TINE M. HORMES, S. J., 
English. Ger-man. , Physical Geogra.phy. Catechism. 
FACULTY 
CONRAD BILGERY, S. J., 
Mathematics. Bookkeeping. 
JOH M. JACOBS, S. J., 
Botan)'· 
ALOYSIUS A. MEN E, S. J., 
Special Class. History . Physical Geography. 
Assistant Prefect of Discipline. 
ALBERT RIESTER, S. J., 
Pre-Academic Class. Assistant Prefect of Discipline. 
LOYOLA HIGH SCHOOL. 
REV. JO EPH R. ROSSWI KEL, S. J., 
Principal. 
REV. UGUSTI TE RUFFING, s. J., 
Fourth Academic Class. Prefect of Discipline. 
JOH r M. JACOBS, S. ]., 
23 
Mathematics. Phj•sical Geography. Bookkeeping. Librarian. 
Assistant Prefect. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
The tudents applying to enter the Fourth caclemic Class 
are supposed to be well grounded, especially in Elementary 
English and rithmetic. 
Tho e who present a certificate of having completed all 
the eight grades of a parochial or public school, or who have 
passed an examination for admission to a high school, will 
be admitted without examination. All others will be examined 
in the following branches: 
I.-E GLISH. 
1. English Grammar: The common use of capitals; 
parts of speech; declension and conjugation; classification of 
sentences; sentence building. 
2. Reading: One or more paragraphs new to the can-
didate are to be read at sight; distinct articulation; accurate 
and ready pronunciation; perception of the author's meaning, 
and oral reproduction of the passages read. 
3. Practical exercises, consisting of dictation and repro-
duction of easy selections from standard authors. 
4. Spelling. 
II.-ARITHMETIC. 
Notation and numeration; fundamental operations; mul-
tiples, measures and factors ; fractions, common and decimal ; 
denominate numbers and practical measurements; ratio and 
proportion ; simple problems ; percentage. 
IlL-GEOGRAPHY. 
The political divisions of each continent, or great division, 
with their capitals, chief cities, form of government and popu-
lation, their industry-especially of North America and of the 
United States. 
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COURSES OF STUDY 
LATIN 
COURSE I. 
Fourth Academic Class. First year. Iine hours a week 
for one year. 
1. Grammar: Etymology as far a the Irregular Perfects 
and Supines. 
2. Reading: Selections familiarizing the student with the 
essentials of Greek and Roman Mythology. 
3. Exercises: Translation from Engli h into Latin, and from 
Latin into English, oral and written. Daily written tasks. 
COURSE II. 
Third Academic Class. econd year. 
l . Grammar: First Term-Irregular and Defective \'erbs 
ine hour a week. Second Term-Etymology complete. 
Syntax as far as the u e of the Dative case. Eight hours 
a ,,·cek. 
2. Reading: Fabulre faciles; :Nepos. 
3 . Exercises, based chiefly on the authors, and calculated to 
give a ready use of Verbs, Adverbs, Prepositions, Con-
junctions, Interrogatives. Daily written tasks. 
COURSE III. 
Second Academic Class. Third year. Eight hours a week 
for one year. 
1. Grammar: yntax completed. 
2. Reading: Cresar, de bello Gallico; Cicero's Letters; 
Ovid, Metamorphoses. 
3. Exercises, based on authors, especially on Cresar. Daily 
written tasks. Latin Conversation. 
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COURSE IV. 
First Academic Class. Fourth year. Eight hours a week 
for one year. 
1. Grammar: Syntax reviewed. Roman Calendar. Latin 
prosody and versification. 
2 . Readi ng : Cicero, orations against Verres JV. and V., 
De Senectute; Livy, Book XXI. Ovid's Metamorphoses 
continued . 
3. Exerci:;es, based on authors. e pecially on Cicero and 
Livy. 
Two tasks a week. 
Latin conversation. 
Roman antiquitie . 
COURSE I. 
GREEK 
Third Acadetnic Class. Five hours a week for one term. 
1st, 2nd, and 3d Declensions. Corresponding exercises. 
COURSE II. 
S econd Academic Class. Five hours a week for one year. 
Grammar and Exerci es as far as the \ rerbs in "mi ." 
Reading: Selections from Xenophon. 
COURSE III. 
First Academic Class. Five hour a week for one year. 
1. Grammar-Verbs in "mi"; Irregular Verbs; Syntax of 
the Cases and of the Verb. 
2. Reading: Xenophon' Anabasis. 
3. Exercise based on author .. 
4. Greek antiquitie ; Military antiquities 111 connection with 
Xenophon's Anaba i 
ENGLISH 
COURSE I. 
Fourth Academic Class. F ive hou rs a week for one year. 
1. Grammar: Etymology and syntax reviewed. Advanced 
lessons. Analysis of simple, complex, compound sen-
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tences; the kinds, uses and classification of phrases, 
clauses, sentences. 
Capitalization and punctuation. 
2. (a) tructure of sentences. Variation of subject, predi-
cate, object; change of person, participial construction of 
phra es, clauses and sentences. Changes from active into 
pa sive; contraction, expansion of sentences; general 
exercises in variety of expressions, discriminating between 
ordinary ynonyms; correction of faulty sentences. 
(b) Letter writing; paraphrasing; reproduction of selec-
tions from standard authors. 
Hints and general directions on composition. 
Composition on objects, imaginary subjects, personal nar-
ratives (descriptions). 
3. Authors : Dickens, Christmas Stories; Hawthorne, 
Tanglewood Tales; Longfellow, Hiawatha. 
4. Elocution: One hour a week. 
COURSE II. 
Third Academic Class. Five hours a week for one year. 
1. Grammar: Analysis continued. Classes and construction 
of the different parts of speech. Correction of faulty sen-
tences, general exercises in variety of expressions; dis-
criminating between ordinary synonyms. 
2. Exercise: Paragraphing; principles and practice of nar-
rative; simple and complex narration; simple de cription 
of scenery, etc. 
3. Reading: Irving, ketch Book; Scott, Talisman; Gray's 
Elegy ; Coleridge, Ancient fariner; hort Poem . 
4. Elocution: One hour a week. 
COURSE III. 
Second Academic Class. Four hours a week for one year. 
1 . Composition and Rhetoric. (Coppen , Books I. and II. 
Donnelly, Imitations.) The elements and ornaments of 
composition. 
2. Exercise: Original descriptions and narrations. Para-
graph-writing continued. Character sketches. 
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3. Reading: Longfellow's Evangeline; Goldsmith's Deserted 
Village; Addi on, elections; ewman, Callista. 
4. Elocution: One hour a week. 
COURSE IV. 
First Academic Class. Four hours a week for one year. 
1. ( oppens, Book. III. and IV.) tyle in literary compo-
sition; beauty, ublimity, wit, humor, taste. Varieties, 
ornament and improvement of style. 
2. Es:ays, dialogues, outlines. History of American Litera-
ture. 
Reading: Macaulay's "Essay on Addison," hake peare's 
"wlerchant of Venice," cott's "Lady of the Lake." 
3. Elocution: One hour a week. 
MATHEMATICS 
COURSE I. 
Fourth Academic Class. Five hours a week for one year. 
Algebra: The four fundamental operations. Factoring. 
Fractions. 
COURSE II. 
Third Academic Class. Five hours a week for one year. 
Algebra continued through Quadratic Equations. 
COURSE Ill. 
Second Academic Class. Five hour a week for one year. 
Plane Geometry. Four Book . 
COURSE IV. 
First Academic Class. Five hours a week for one year. 
Plane and Solid Geometry completed. 
HISTORY 
COURSE I. 
Fourth Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
History of Greece. 
COURSE II. 
Third Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
History of Rome. 
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COURSE III. 
Second Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Teutonic Invasions and Settlements. Political History 
from the Migration of ations to the close of the Middle 
Ages. Church and State. The Crusades. The Islam. 
Character of the Period. 
COURSE IV. 
First Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Causes of the Prole tant Revolutions. Protestant Revolu-
tions in Germany, England and Scotland; and Catholic 
Revival. Political History of the sixteenth, seventeenth. 
and eighteenth centuries. 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE 
COURSE I. 
Fou,rth Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Part I. Faith. 
COURSE II. 
Third Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Part II. The Commandments. 
COURSE III. 
Second Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Part III. The Means of Grace. 
COURSE IV. 
First Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Christian Moral. (Wilmer's Handbook, Part III.) 
GERMAN 
I.- ELEMENTARY GERMA 
COURSE I. 
Grammar: Article, Noun, Adjective, Pronoun, Easier 
Forms of the Verb. 
Reading: Easy Pieces. Short Poems memorized. Ele-
mentary German Conversation. 
Exercises: Translations from German into English and 
English into German. 
Three hours a week for one year. 
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COURSE II. 
Grammar : Thorough Study of Declensions. I repositions. 
Comparison of Adjectives. Verb. 
Reading: German Reader. German Conversation. 
Exercises : Translation . Ea y German Compositions. 
COURSE III. 
Grammar: Irregular Verb . Compound Verbs. Adverb. 
Conjunctions. Interjections. 
Reading: Select Piece . Idiomatic Sentence and Poems 
memorized. German onversation. 
Exercises: Free Reproduction of arrative and Descrip-
tive Pieces. 
COURSE IV. 
Grammar: Thorough Review of Etymology. Rules of 
yntax. 
Reading: elect Pieces. German Conversation. 
Exercises: Original Narrations and Description . 
Il.-COURSES FOR GERJ\IA -SPEAKING STUDENTS. 
Graded according to the subject-matter of the Elementary 
Cour e, but taught in German. 
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
COURSE I . 
Fourth Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Zoology. 
COURSE II. 
Third Academic Class. Four hours a week for one term. 
Physical Geography. 
COURSE III. 
Second Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Botany. 
COURSE IV. 
Fi1'St Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Elementary Physic . 
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BOOKKEEPING 
COURSE I. 
Fourth Academic Class. Two hours a week for one year. 
Single and Double Entry. 
SHORTHAND 
Optional 

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY 
DIRECTOR, REV. FREDERICK L. ODENBACH, S. J. 

FOt:R - FOOT GROt: Nil Tlll·: ll\10\1 ETEIL 
REPORT OF THE METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY 
1907-1908 
GROU 10 TEMPER.\Tu RE. 
A series of ground-temperature observations was begun 
at this observatory in 1897 and carried on during ten years. 
As we intend to give the results of this \York in the following 
report we will preface them with an extract from the sixth 
annual report, where we gave a full description of the ther-
mometer and its location and al so explained the object for 
which the work was undertaken. 
The data of the following tables were gathered from a 
thermometer placed 4 feet below the surface of the ground. 
Great care was taken to insulate it from olar radiation and 
atmospheric temperature. For this purpose a two-inch steel 
pipe was sunk into the ground, the lower end reaching four 
feet below the surface. The top end projects through the 
bottom of, and four inches into an earthenware jar. The top 
of the jar was even with the ground. The projecting part 
of the pipe within the jar was capped by a movable cover, 
made of steel pipe. The jar in turn was covered by a lid of 
earthenware and the whole by a wooden drum. The soi l in 
which this shaft wa unk wa. clear sand and the urroundings 
above green sod. 
The thermometer which rested on the bottom of the four-
foot shaft could be pulled up by a chain after the three covers 
had been removed. It was inca ed in a wooden tube, exposing 
only the grading and the mercury column. The bulb had been 
insulated by a mixtu-re of asbestos and carbonate of mag-
nesium held around it by a perforated brass cup. This 
insulation proved o perfect that the thermometer could be 
expo ed to the direct rays of the sun for almost a minute 
before it showed the slightest ign of ri sing, it could therefore 
be read at leisure and without fear of its having been influ-
enced by the temperature existing above ground. 
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We at one time intended exposing a recording thermom-
eter, but found after prolonged observations, that the curve 
would not present data of greater value than those we were 
getting. Finding that the temperature at this depth and in this 
location bowed hardly any diurnal variations. The thennom-
eter was inspected each day at 8 A. M. 75 meridian time: thi 
being a time at which all other observations are taken. 
We did not think it necessary to print the data in full, but 
if they are of interest to anyone they can easily be furnished. 
In Table I. we give the mean of months for the ten years, 
1897-1906. In Table II. the means of atmospheric tempera-
ture for the same period, and in Table III. are shown the max-
ima and minima of every month for the ten-year period. 
• 
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TABLE I. 
GROUND TEMPERATURE-1 897-1906. 
I 
~ 
~ ~ ;:-
"' .J:J "' "' c "' ~ .J:J .J:J 
"' e "@ "' E "' E 8 ~ "' .J:J "' .J:J ~ >. "' i l 0. 0 "' " ~ c "' 0. "' c: u :> u "' "' "' " " "' 0 "' ... ~ "" ;;; _... ;::;;: ~ ~ Vl 0 z a ;,. I - I 
'97 44.8 41.2 43.5 46.7 52.9 57.9 '66 .2 67.5 66 . 161.5 '54.5 ,48. 54.2 
'98 44.1 42 .2 44.6 47.2 53 .5 61.5166. 8 69.1 68.2 62.1 ,52. 7 44. 9!54. 7 
'99 40.2 39.3 40.8 45.3 55 .5 62.2 65.9 68.3 66.6 6J.2 54.6 48.2 53.9 
'00 43.2 41. 8 40 .7 46.6 55.5 62.1 67.3 67. 69 .3 64.9 57. 6 49.4 55.4 
'01 145 .8 43.5 ,42.7 46 .4 53.4 59 .6 68 .7 70.4 67.7 60 .81 54.6 48.3 55.1 
'02 43.8 41.1 43. 47. 53.4 60.5164.8 67. 64.7 6J.3 55.6 46.4 55.1 
'03 146.6 45.5 48.2151 .7 58 .6 62.1 !66.4 67. 3!66. 9 61.1 ,53. 46. 56.1 
·04 41.5 JS 6138.2143 8 51.5160 y 5.4 67.4 65.1 60.2 51.5 46.3 52.4 
·o5 143. 40.1 40 .7 44 .6 54 .5j60.5 67. 65.7 67.2 61.3,50.3 44. ,53.2 
'06 42. 8 41. 40.545 .653.461.867. 69.369. 61 .251.545.254. 
. I . I . 
Mea n. 143 .6t 4!42.3146.5 ,54.2,60 .8 66 6167.9167 .1 ,61.4,54. 7146.7154.1 
TABLE II. 
.t\L\IOSPHERIC T EMPERATURE-1897-1906. 
- '97 ,24. 1 29. ~37 . 7 1 46.8 , 55. 165.5175. 168.1 166. ?6. 141.2131. 149 .7 
'98,30.6,27.8 42.2,44.6 58.8 60.4 74.4 72.6 67.6 J2.9 39.3128. 50.7 
'99 25.8 20.8 33.5 50. 8 60.8 69.2 72.3 71.2 61.3 56 .2,43.4,29.4,49.6 
'00 30. 23. 2 .347.461. 67.973.275.467.261.241.230. 50.6 
'01 27.7118 .4 37.6 45.4 57. 69.5 77.7 71.963.8 53.2 37.3126.2 48.8 
'02 126. 22. 40.8 47. 58 .2 65. 72.8 67 .2 63.1 53.148.2 28.5 49.3 
'03 26. 28 .844. 48. 61.562.670.867.163.852.836. 22.948.7 
'04 119.418.635.240.7 59. 67 . 70.466.662.649.840. ,26.646.3 
·o5 22.2 19 .2 38.5 44.8 58.3 67 . 1 72. s 70.8 63.3 52.4 38 .2 32.6 48.4 
'06 35.6 25.4129. 46.6 59. 11 69.2 j71.2 74. 67.2 51.5 ,40.4;31.8 50.2 
-- I I I I . 
Mean. /26.7123.9:36 7145. z j58. 9:66 . 3 ~ 73.1 1 70. 5,64. 6)53. 9j4o. s j3o . :49.2 
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TABLE Ill. 
MAXIMA AND MINIMA OF GnouNo T1~MPERATURE. 
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64 I s8 s1 I 45 
Max. I 45 I 43 I 48 I sa I 58 1 64 I 69 1 70 I 71 67 I 56 I 48 
-- '"l~ Max. 47 43 45 so 1 54 61 '97 
Min. 42 41 41 '45 . so 54 62 . 66 I 
~~~- I 43 I 42 I 41 I 45 I so I 58 I 64 I 69 I 65 I 56 I 49 i 43 
i\Iax. , 43 1 40 I 42 1 521 58 1 64 I 68 I 68 I 69 I 62 I 59 : sF ;~,_ 40 38 38 41 53 58 I 64 ~ 68 I 62 I 59 I 52 I 45 
~&r I 44 ! 42 l 42 l s1 1 s9 , 6s l· 68 ln 71 68-1 64 -1 54 
Min. 42 41 40 42 I 52 I 60 . 65 68 I 67 I 62 54 46 
~I~~ 46---~ 45 I 46 I 48 I 56 I 66 I 6671 I 71 I 70 1 65 I 59 . so-;g~, _ 45 42 41 45 49 55 70 65 I 58 I so I 46 
rv~0z- I 46 1- 42 ! 46 l so I 57 ! 62 l 67 - 68 1 67 l 64 - 57--1--54 
Min . 42 40 40 46 50 58 61 I 66 I 63 58 I 54 I 48 
~ot I 48 l 46 l s2 1 s2l 64 l 6.3 1 68 1 68 l 68 l 64 , 57 I 48 
Min. 46 44 44 51 53 61 I 62 I 66 64 56 I 49 44 
Max. I 44 I 40 I 41 I 46-1-56163 T 68 j &fl 66 I 64 T 54 T 50 
~~- I 40 37 I 37 I 41 I 46 I 56 I 63 i 66 I 63 I 55 I 50 I 45 
I\~5'( . 1 44 1 43 1 ~9 I 56 1 64 I 69 1 70 I 69 1 661 55 I 47 
Min. 42 40 40 . 47 I 50 57 I 63 68 66 55 47 42 
~ot· j 46 1 43 I 42 1 49 1 57 1 65 I 68 1 70 ' 70 I 671 56 I 48 
Min. 42 40 I 40 42 49 57 I 65 68 I 67 57 49 I 42 
Max. I 47 46. 52 I 52 I 64 I 66 1 71 i2 71 68 I 59 54 
'97-'061 I I I I I I I 
M in . 40 I 37 37 1 41 1 46 ! 54 1 61 I 66 62 55 I 47 1 42 
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A study of the original data and to a great extent the 
above tables show : 
1. That the march of temperature at four feet below the 
surface is both gradual and steady. It rarely makes leaps as 
is the ca e in the free atmosphere. One degree in twenty-four 
hours may be con idered a very decided change. It i more 
apt to stand sti ll for a whole week. In the month of August, 
'99, it remaine I steady at 68°. ln six other months there was 
a change of only 1°. A change of 11 o degrees is the greatest 
occurring in the whole of the ten-year period. Thi happened 
in five instances. Both the maxima and minima of change 
occur in the a cencling as well as in the descending move-
ment. The mean change per month out of all the 120 is less 
than 5°. 
2. The march of underground temperature shows two 
and only two decided movements, a rise and a fall. It rises 
from March to August and falls from September to Feb-
ruary. 
3. The mean 54 o is reached twice: in May and i\ ovem-
ber. The maximum is found in August and the minimum in 
February. 1 he absolute maximum of the ten years is 72° and 
the minimum 37". 
4. Ground temperature at four feet from the surface 
does not follow that of the atmo phere. The coldest periods 
of the ten years, with the atmposhere below zero are found 
to be January 24-30, "97, and February 9-14, '99. The ground 
temperature during the first of these periods was normal, 
during the econd only 1 o below the normal. A much may 
be said for the warm periods. 
S. The mean for ground temperature being 54.1 o and 
that of the atmo phere 49.2°, show a difference in favor of 
the former amounting to 4.9°. 
6. There are a few cases of reversal of temperature; 
our observations have connected a rise, when the temperature 
is on the down grade, with the fall of rain and suspect it to 
be c::tu ed by the filling up of the pores of the ground, thus 
hindering radiation. 
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7. We have taken temperature-readings from a ther-
mometer in the ground water 25 ft. below the surface. This 
has shown a temperature of 56o in winter and of 53° in sum-
mer, showing the higher temperature at the greater depth-
but the data are few and we would not like to be positive in 
any comparison between them and the four-foot level. The 
lower temperature of 53o in summer is very puzzling. 
8. The pairs, February-March, and August-September, 
show the lea t difference in their mean temperatures, evidently 
becau e at thi time the inversion of temperature takes place. 
9. The frost line, as is evident from the data, was not 
reached a single time during the whole period. This fact 
taken in conjunction with the following leads to some inter-
esting and practical conclusions. 
The observatory has at different times been consulted 
regarding the depth to which frost may penetrate the ground. 
Facts have been alleged which seemed to imply that frost had 
reached a depth of from six to eight feet below the surface. 
One case in particular interested us and gave us a clue to a 
number of others-
The telephone company had found at different times and 
places their lead cables crushed and the insulation of the wires 
injured six feet below the surface. This occurred in the steel 
tubes, which carry the cables up the distributing poles to the 
cable box. This tube after proceeding out of the conduit 
makes a rightangled turn as it rises to the pole. This turn 
lies about six feet below the surface and it was here the 
trouble occurred. The tube was left open at the top and 
served as a ventilator to the conduits. It had been sug-
gested that ice would be able to produce the conditions m 
which cable and wire had been found. 
We were consulted regarding the possibility of frost at 
a depth of six feet. This we could hardly conceed, at least 
for one locality within a radius of three hundred feet from 
our four-foot ground thermometer. Yet we upheld the sug-
gestion of ice formation at that depth, even if the four-foot 
thermometer never reached the freezing point. Our investi-
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gation brought out the facts that the trouble occurred in the 
bend, that the tube conducted moi ture to the surfaces and 
that these cases had occurred during periods of intense cold. 
Our explanation was the following: 
The steel tube projecting into the cold outer air for a 
distance of twenty-five feet had, during the cold spell, when 
the mean temperature stood only a few degrees above zero, 
taken this low temperature. ow it stands to reason, that the 
twenty-five feet of steel at a temperature ranging from so to 
- 10o could not allow the remaining six feet below ground to 
maintain a temperature above or even near 32o, or the freez-
ing point. Consequently the cold tube would condense the 
thick vapors of water coming from the conduits and freeze 
them before they had a chance to escape from the top of the 
tube. The tops were sealed and the trouble stopped. 
The fact that projecting ma es at a low temperature 
are able, by conduction, to lower the temperature of the 
remaining mass buried in the earth, applied with equal success 
to cases of a different nature, such as ice in gas pipe, frozen 
water meters, fire plugs, etc. All projecting metal should be 
shiclciecl from intense cold. Then there need be no fear of 
frost at six feet below the surface, at least under ordinary 
circumc;tances, as they occur in these parts. 
10. In our sixth annual report we stated that the obser-
vations of ground temperature had been undertaken with a 
view of illustrating certain facts concerning contagious dis-
eases and epidemics as they were propounded and tested by 
eminent medical authority of Europe. 
Following Dr. Edward Ballard we there stated that: 
The sub-soil temperature was considered, of all meteorolog-
ical factors, the most effective element in the causation of 
diarrhreal prevalence. Dr. Ballard constructed for London 
and many other towns in the kingdom, a large number of 
charts showing, week by week, for many years the earth tem-
perature at a depth of one foot from the surface, and at a 
depth of four feet also; each chart showing in addition the 
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diarrhceal mortality of the corre ponding weeks. The general 
results shown by the e chart are a follows: 
1. The summer rise of diarrhceal mortality does not 
commence until the mean temperature recorded by the four-
fool thermometer has risen to somewhere near 56° F.; no 
matter what may have been the temperature prevailing in the 
atmosphere previous to that time, or recorded by the one-foot 
thermometer. 
2. The maximum diarrhceal mortality of the year is 
u ually ob erved in the week in which the temperature 
recorded by the four-foot thermometer attains its weekly 
max1mum. 
3. The decline of diarrhceal mortality coincides with 
the decline of this temperature, and since the change of 
ground temperature i not so rapid as is that of the atmos-
pheric temperature, the epidemic may continue long after 
the atmosphere has been cooled down. 
4. Atmospheric temperature exert little if any influ-
ence on the prevalence of diarrhcea until the four-foot sub-
soil thermometer has risen to 56o F.; then its influence is 
apparent, but it is a subsidiary one. ;\,Jinert, of Dre den, 
another great authority, holds the same view in an article on 
cholera infantum. 
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61 3 6 7 9 14 188 55 25 8 1897 2 
1898 3 7 13 11 8 21 103 86 59 
24 9 8 
1899 12 5 9 7 7 21 107 77 42 
25 6 12 
1900 12 10 26 28 14 22 118 104 72 
8 14 13 
1901 5 8 18 14 14 17 122 93 44 
21 7 5 
1902 22 9 16 13 29 42 138 102 45 
17 13 27 
1903 33 22 40 23 25 23 123 96 46 
23 161 17 
1904 22 50 38 20 25 23 128 116 48 
27 18 8 
1905 10 9 11 8 14 31 242 121 75 341 14\ 
7 
1906 81 10 12. 141 181 
26 126 202 111 42 18 12 
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In Table IV. we have given the number of death for 
each month of the year 1897-1906. It includes the deaths 
owing to diarrhcea, cholera, cholera infantum and enteric 
fever, as given by the Board of Health of the City of Cleve-
Janel. Though the Health Officer complains that cases are 
not regularly reported and the tatistics therefore not perfect, 
nevertheless a comparison between tables I., II. and IV. will 
amply substantiate the above four laws as given by Dr. 
Ballard. 
THE TIME SIG AL. 
Since the beginning of 1907 the Observatory has ex-
tended its usefulness to the community of West Cleveland by 
installing an automatic electric time-signal. This consists of 
four red electric lamps, which flash up at 7 :55 P. M. every 
evening the year round. At 8 P. M. sharp they are cut out, 
thus giving all on the West ide a chance to set their time-
pieces. Thi. signal has many advantages over the time ball, 
one being this, that the signal is double within five min-
utes. It is also een for a greater distance through smoke 
and fog- lastly the signal i more exact to the eye than the 
starting of a ball. 
A good pendulum clock, which is regulated according to 
the Wa. hington Ob ervatory signal sent daily over the 
We tern Union wires, controls a relay, which turns on the 
four red lights for exactly five minute before eight, when 
they are again automatically cut out. The lamps are placed 
behind circular window 130 feet above ground. The college 
tower being visible in most localities of the West Side, and 
in some directions to a distance of five miles in the country, 
the ignal ha a very wide range. 

MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL 
SUMMARY FOR 1907 
AT 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE 
OBSERVATORY 
Lat. 41 ° 29' 
Long. 81° 421 
Elevation 754 ft. 
Barometer pressure and means of the last 3 7 years are taken from 
the data published by the U . S . Weather Bureau 
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}A?\/UA RY, 1907. 
Mean atmo ph eric pressu re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . . 30.20 in. 
H ig hest 23d .............................. . 30.61 in. 
L o west " 19:11 ........... . . .... ..... .... . .. . . 29.38 in. 
Mean te mpe ra ture ............. . . . .. . .... . .. . ... . . 29• 
Highest 19th . . ........... . ... . .... . . ..... . .... . ...... 65• 
L owest 27t h . . . ........ . ... . ....... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . - 3• 
Greatest dai ly ra nge, 20th . ... . . ............... .. . . .... . ...... 40° 
Tota l p recipita tio n, including- mel ted no\'/ ... . . . . . ............ 5.39 in. 
G reate t amount in 24 ho u rs, 3d ........ . ................. . .. . 1.29 in. 
ro. o f days with .01 in. or more p recipi tation .. . .... . .. . .... . . 18 
1o . o f clear clays ... .. .................. .. ................. .. J 
No .o f pa rtly clo udy days . ................ . .. . .... . ....... . . . 5 
o. o f cloudy day ..... . .... . . . .. . ... ..... . . .. .. ..... . . . .... 25 
P revailing wind di rection .. . . . ... . .. .. ... .. . . . ... . ... .. . .. . . S \V 
No. o f thunder to rms . .. ................... . ... .. ... . .. .. ... . 2 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THI S MONTH. 
T EMPERATURE: Highest m ean 1880 ........... . .......... . . .. 40° 
Lowest 1875 ..... . .... . ............ .. . 17• 
Mean fo r 37 year . ..... . ......... . ...... . ... 26° 
PRECJPITATIO Greatest 1900 ......... . . ............... .. ... 5.39 in. 
Least 1871 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.31 in. 
Mean fo r 37 yea rs.............. . .... 2.52 in. 
FEBRUA RY, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pres ure . . . . ............. . ....... . ......... 30.12 in. 
Hig hest " 23d . . . ..... . .......... . ..... . ...... 30.76 in. 
L owest 19th . . .. . .... . .... .. ......... .. . . . .. 29.42 in. 
M ean tempe ra ture ................................... . ... .. .. 22° 
H ig hest 13th* ....... . ................ . ....... . ... . so• 
Lowest 7th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 • 
Grea test da ily ra nge, 13th .. ... ...... ... ... . . . .... . ....... ... 35° 
T o ta l precipita tion, including melted snow... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .88 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 5th ......... . ......... . .. . ..... . .19 in. 
o. of days with .01 in. o r mo re precipita tion ...... .. ........ 11 
-o. of clea r days .. .... .. ........... . .. . . . .... . ... . .... . ... . . 6 
No. o f pa rtly cloudy clay ...... ... . .. . ...... ... . . ....... . .... 13 
N o. o f cloudy clays .... . ... . .. . ... . .................... . .... 9 
Prevailing wind direction .... . ....... . . ..... . . . ... . .. .. .. . . . . W 
N o. o f thundersto rms .. .. .. . . ............ .. . . .... . ... . . .. .. . 0 
*And on other dates. 
48 ST. Ic ·Anus CoLLEGE 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS MONTH 
TE~!PERATURE: H ighest mean 1882 .......................... 37° 
Lowest 1875* .............. .. ........ . 16° 
1fean for 37 years . .. ............. .... ...... 26° 
PRECIPITATIO Greatest .. .... ..... . ............... .. . ..... 7.73 in. 
Least . . ........ . . . . ....................... 0.18 in. 
Mean for 37 years .......... .. .... . ... . .. . .. 2.62 in. 
M RCII, 1907. 
1fean atmospheric pressure ................................. .. 30.07 in. 
Highest 31st . .... . . ........................ 30.50 in. 
Lowest 19th .............................. 29.58 111. 
Mean temperature . . ...... . . ... .. . . ........... .. .. .. ... 42° 
Highest 22d ............ .. ......... . .. . . . . . .......... 79° 
Lowest 4th . . ...................... . . . . ....... . . .. . . 15° 
Greatest daily range, 21st .. . ... . . .. ................ .. . . . . .. . . 38° 
Total precipita tion, including melted snow .. . .. ... ..... ... .... 3.29 111 . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 26th. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .68 111. 
Io. of days with .01 in. o r more precipitation .. ....... .. ... .. 15 
No. of clear day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
No. of partly cloudy days ... .. .. ..... ... . ........... .. ... .. 8 
o. of cloudy days .... . .................. . ................ . 19 
Prevailing wind direction .. ... .. . ........... .. ... . ..... . .... N 
o. of thunderstorms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS MONTH 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean 1903 .... . ..................... 44° 
Lowest " 1895 .. ... ......... . .... . . .. ... 24 o 
Mean for 37 years .......................... 34° 
PRECIPITATION : Greatest, 1877 ............ ..... ..... .. . . .... 6.34 in. 
Least ..... . ... .... . ..... ..... ... . . ......... 0.87 1n. 
Mean for 37 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.81 in. 
APRIL, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure . ........ ... .... . ................. 29.97 in. 
Highest " 1st ......... . . . .. . .... ..... . .... ... 30.53 in. 
L owest 7th ......... . ... ... .. ... . .. ... ... .. 29.43 in. 
Mean temperature ...... .. .... . ......... ... . . ........ .... ... .40° 
Highest u 29th . .. ....... ......... .. .... . ... . . . ..... .. . 78° 
Lowest 2d .... . .. ... .. ............. .. ... . .... . .. .. .. zoo 
Greatest daily range, 29th .. ...... . ...... . ................... . 37° 
Total precipitation, including melted snow . . .. ..... ..... ...... 1.75 111. 
*And in other years. 
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Greatest amount in 24 hours, 25th.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 in. 
?'-Jo. of clays with .01 in. o r more precipitation . ................ 11 
No. of clear days. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 11 
1\o. of partly cloudy days ......... . ................. .. ..... .. 4 
No. o f cloudy days .......................................... 15 
Prevai ling wind direction ........ .. .. . ........... . .... .. ... .. NW 
o. of thunderstorms . . .......... . .............. . .. .. ..... .. . 1 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR TliJS :110NTH 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean 1878* . .... ............ .. . .... 53° 
Lowe t 1874* ..... . ............ .. .... 40° 
Mean fo r 37 yea rs ......................... .45° 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, 1873 ................. . .. .......... 5.38 in. 
L east, 1899 .................... . ........ . ... 0.99 in. 
Mean for 37 year ...... . .... . ... .. .... .. ... 2.23 in. 
MAY, 1907. 
Mean atmo pheric pressure .......... ........... ............. 30.01 in. 
Highest 21st . .. ........................... 30.33 in. 
Lowest 26th ..... .. ....................... 29.59 in. 
Mean tempera ture . . ... .. .... ... ........ . ................ .. 51 o 
Highe t " 14th . ..... . ... . ...... . .......... ..... .. .... 82° 
Lowest 12th ......... . .................... .. . . ... .. 32° 
Greate t daily range, 12th ................. . ............. . ... 33° 
Total precipitation ........ . ..... ... ... . .. . ...... ..... . .. ... 2.71 in. 
Greatest a mount in 24 hours, 26th. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 in. 
No. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation . . ....... ..... .. 12 
No. o f clear days . .. . ....................... . ...... .. . ...... 12 
No. of partly cloudy days. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
No. of cloudy clays .. ... .... . ...... . ... .. ... . .. . ............ . 10 
Prevailing wind direction . ... . .. .......... . .. ......... . ...... W 
No. of thunderstorms .. .. . ......... .. ... . .............. .. ... 2 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS MONTH . 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean 1880* .. . ....... . . .... . . ..... . 64° 
Lowest 1882 ..... . .. .. ............... 52° 
Mean for 37 years ............ • .............. 58° 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, 1893 ... . .. . .. ... . .. . . .. ........... 7.40 in. 
Least, 1877 ...........................•..... 0.67 in. 
Mean fo r 37 years .... . ................... .. 3.29 in. 
JUNE, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure .................... . ............. 29.94 in. 
Highest lith .................. .... ........ 30.28 in. 
Lowest 4th ......... . ........ . ...... . ..... 29.52 in. 
*And in other years. 
so ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE 
Mean temperature . .. . ..... ......... ................ .. ...... 64 o 
Highest temperature 23d ..................................... 90° 
Lowest 2d .. ........ . .... .. ............ . .. . . .... 40° 
Greatest daily range, 17th ...... . ................ .. ........... 29• 
Total precipitation ................................... . ..... 5.57 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hou rs, 25th .................... ........ 1.34 in. 
No. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation ................ . 1 5 
No. of clear days . ......... .. . .................. . .. ... . ...... 10 
No. of partly cloudy days ..... . ............................. 12 
No. of cloudy days.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Prevailing wind direction ....... .. . .......................... SE 
No. of thunderstorms ............... ... .................. .... 11 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS MONTH. 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean 1892* ....... .... ......... ..... 0 71 
Lo\vest 1878* .......... ....... . ... .... 63° 
Mean for 37 years .......................... 67° 
PRECIPITATION : Greatest, 1902 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.77 in. 
L east, 1893 .. . ..... . .. . .. . ........... ....... 0.89 in. 
Mean for 37 years ..... ...... . ............... 3.62 in. 
JULY, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure .................................. 29.93 in. 
Highest 3d ................................ 30.16 in. 
Lowest 11th ............................. . 29.70 in. 
Mean temperature . ......... ...... .. .. . ....... ..... . . ..... . . 71 o 
Highest 8th .. . .......... . ......................... sr 
Lowest 3d ............. ........ ... ....... . ... ..... 40° 
Greatest daily range, 28th ..... . ................... ... .. ..... 27° 
Total precipitation .. .......... . .......................... . . 2.99 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 1st. ...... ...... ....... ... ..... 1.12 i.n. 
No. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation ..... ........ . ... 10 
No. of clear days ... ...... ..... . ....... ...... .. ............ 7 
No. of partly cloudy days .. ... . ...... ........ ..... .... ..... . 20 
No. of cloudy days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Prevailing wind direction .. ... ............... .. ....... ...... . W 
No. of thunderstorms .. ...... ....................... .... ..... 11 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS MONTH. 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean 1872* ..................... ... . 76° 
Lowest 1877* ......................... 68° 
Mean for 37 years ....... . ............. .. .... 72° 
PRECIPITATION : Greatest, 1878 ........................... ... 7.97 in. 
Least, 1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.90 in. 
Mean for 37 years .... . .. ... .......... .. ..... 3.68 in. 
*And in other years. 
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AUGUST, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure ....... . .... . ................. . . .. 30.04 in 
Highest " 14th . . ...................... . .. . .. 30.33 in: 
Lowest " 1st . ... .. ..... . ..... . .. .. .. . ..... 29.69 in. 
Mean temperature ......... . ..... . . . ... .. .... . .. . ..... . ..... 74° 
Highest 12th ........ . .... . .. . ..... ....... ... .. .... 90° 
Lowest 22d ..... . ................................. 51 o 
Greatest daily range, 15th . . .... . ........ . .... . .... . .. .... . ... 31 o 
Total precipitation . ..................... . ...... .. ..... ... .. 1.15 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 1st.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .61 m. 
No. of days with .01 in . or more precipitation ...... . ...... .. . . 8 
No. of clear days .. . ......... . .......... . ................... 18 
o . of partly cloudy days ... .. .............. . ................ 8 
No. of cloudy days .. . ..... . ....... . . . ....... . ... . ... .... . . .. 5 
Prevailing wind direction ...... . ... . .. .. .. ... ........ ... .... . NW 
o. of thunderstorms ....................... . ............ . ... 1 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS MONTH. 
TEMPERATURE: H ighest mean, 1900 ..... . .... .... . .. .. . .... . . 75° 
Lowest 1885 ..... . .................... 66° 
Mea n for 37 years . . ...... . .............. . .. 70° 
PRECIPITATION : Greatest, 1871 . .... . ............. .. . ........... 8.30 in. 
Least, 1881 ...... . ..... ...... . . ............. 0.17 in. 
Mean for 37 years .. .. ... ..... ....... ... ... . . 2.97 in. 
SEPTEMBER, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure . ..................... . .... . ...... 30.00 in. 
Highest " 15th ..................... . .. . .... . 30.34 in. 
Lowest 24th .. . . .......................... 29.50 in. 
Mean temperature ............ .. .... . ......... ....... ... .... 65° 
Highest 20th . ........ ... .. . .. .. . .................. 87° 
Lowest 26th ... ........ .... ... . ... .. ... ...... .. ... 44° 
Greatest daily range, 14th ... ...... ..... . . ........ ........ .... 29° 
Total precipitat ion .... . . ....... . ....... ... . ... . .. .... . .... . 3.74 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 3d .. . .... . . ...... .... ... . .. . . .. . 1.63 in. 
No. of days with .01 in . or more precipitation ........... . .... 16 
No. of clear days .... . ................. . ......... . ..... . ..... 3 
No. of pa rtly cloudy days .... . .......... . . ... . .. . ........ . .. 10 
No. of cloudy days . .. ........ . .. . . . ........ . ............ . ... 17 
Prevailing wind direction ... .. .......... . . . . . . .. .. .... . .. . ... S W 
No. of thunderstorms . ....... .. .... . . .. .. .. . . ..... . .. .. . . .. . 7 
52 ST. IGN ,, TJUS COLLEGE 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS ~10:<: Ill. 
Tol PERATURE: Highest mean 1881 .......................... 72° 
Lowest 1871 * .................. ..... .. 60° 
Mean for 37 years ........................... 64 ° 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest .......................... .. .... .. .. 9.30 in. 
Least . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.53 m. 
Mean for 37 years ........................ . . 3.35 in. 
OCTOBER, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure . ....... . ......................... 30.12 in. 
Highest 31st ............................... 30.47 in. 
Lowest 7th ............................... 29.53 m. 
Mean temperature ................ ...... .. ... ............. . .48° 
Highest " 2d .... .... ................................ 79° 
Lowest 21st .... ... ...... ..... .. . ................. 31° 
Greatest daily range, 2nd ...............•..... .. . .. .......... 33° 
Total precipitation ...................... .. ..... . .. ... ...... .4.13 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 3d.... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1.48 in. 
No. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation .......... . ..... 12 
o. of clear days ................................ ... ..... ... 12 
of partly cloudy days ................................... 6 
of cloudy day . . ........... .. ............. ... . .. .. ...... 13 
Prevailing wind direction .. ......................... .. ...... SW 
No. of thunderstorms .... ........ ............................ 3 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THJS MONTH. 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean 1900 ........................ .. 61° 
Lowest 1895 .......................... 46° 
Mean for 37 years .......... .. ......... ..... . 53° 
PRECIPlTATJON: Greatest, 1881 . .. ........................... 5.79 in. 
Lea t, 1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.47 in. 
Mean for 37 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.77 in. 
OVEMBER, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure ....... .. . . ....................... 30.07 in. 
Highest " 12th .... . . ..... .... ............. .. 30.39 in. 
Lowest 2d ................. .. .... . .. ...... 29.49 in. 
Mean temperature .......... . ................................. 39° 
Highest " 2d ..... . ... .. ............... . ....... ... . .. 56° 
Lowest 15th ................................... . .. 23 ° 
Greatest daily range, 20th .................. . . . ......... ... ... 24 o 
Total precipitation, including melted snow.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.08 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 2d......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .51 in. 
*And in other years. 
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o. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation ...... ... ....... 9 
No. of clear days .................... . ........ . ............ . 9 
No. of partly cloudy days ....................... . ........... 2 
No. of cloudy days ......................................... 19 
Prevailing wind direction .................................... SW 
No. of thunderstorms .................. . .... . ............ . .. 0 
LAST 37 YE.\RS FOR THIS MONTH. 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean 1902 ......................... . 49° 
Lowest 1880 .. . . . .... . ................ 32° 
Mean for 37 years ..... . ......... . . . . . .... . . 40o 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, 1891 .......... .. ........ . ......... 5.41 m. 
Least, 1903 .................. . .... . . . ....... 0.13 in. 
Mean for 37 years .......................... 2.64 in. 
DECEMBER, 1907. 
Mean atmospheric pressure .................. . . . ... . .......... 30.03 in. 
Ilighest " 23d ............... . ......... . ..... 30.47 in. 
Lowest 23d ................ . ....... . •.. . .. 29.24 in. 
Mean temperature .... . ........ . ............................ 33° 
Highest 27th .................................. . ... 57o 
Lowest 13th ......... . . . .......................... 15° 
Greate t daily range, 30th ................................. . . 23° 
Total precipitation, including me lted snow ...... . ..... . ....... 2.99 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours, 23d.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .82 in. 
o. of days with .01 in . or mo re precipitation . .. ..... . ... . . .. 15 
No. of clear days ........................................... 5 
o. of partly cloudy day ...... . .................... . ...... . 2 
o. of cloudy days .. . ............ . ..................... . .... 24 
Prevailing wind direction ....... . ....................... . .... SW 
No. of thunderstorms ...... . ............ .. ........ .. .. . ... . . 0 
LAST 37 YEARS FOR THIS MONTH . 
TEMPERATURE: H ighe t mean 1889 ........ . ............. . .. .42° 
Lowest 1876 ..... . .... . ... . . . .......... 20 
Mean for 37 year ......... . . . .... . .. . ...... 30° 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, 1873 .... . .. . ....... . .... .. ........ 5.40 in. 
Least, 1872 .. .. . .. . ........... . ............. 0.73 in. 
Mean fo r 37 years . ... ..... .. ...... . ... . . . ... 2. 56 in. 
S UMMAR Y FO R 1907. 
Mean atmosphe ric pres ure ....... . ................... . .. . . .. 30.03 m. 
Highe t Feb. 23d ... . ............ .. . . ...... 30. 76 in. 
Lowest D ec. 23d ..... . ................... 29.24 in. 
*And in other yea r . 
54 ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE 
Mean temperatu re ......... . ................................ 48° 
Highest " June 23d* ....... . ........................... 9()0 
Lowest Jan. 27th ... . ............ . .................. -3° 
• 
Greatest daily range, May 20th .. . ................. ... ...... .40° 
Total precipitation, including melted snow .. . . . .. . . . ... . .... . . 35.59 in. 
Greatest amount for one month, June ....................... 5.57 in. 
Greatest amotmt in 24 hours, Oct. 3d ............ . .... ... . ... 1.48 m. 
o. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation ................ 152 
No. of clear days. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
To. of partly cloudy days . ............ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
No. of cloudy days ......................................... 168 
Prevailing wind direction ...... . .... . ........................ SW 
No. of thunderstorms ................... . ...... . .......... . . 38 
Mean temperature for 37 years . .................... . . . ..... .49° 
Mean precipitation for 37 years ............ . ...... . .......... 35.08 in. 
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EuGENE RossFELDER. 
]OHN GAFFNEY. 
JOSEPH O'CONNOR. 
LOYOLA HIGH SCHOOL 
SODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION 
DIRECTOR 
REV. F. X. NEBRICH, S. J. 
Prefect . 
ALBERT M. DoNzE. 
Assistants. 
FRANCIS ]. DoRAN, 
R oBERT E. MANNING. 
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THE APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER OR LEAGUE OF THE 
SACRED HEART 
This association was established in March, 1893. Its ob-
ject is to promote interest in the great movements of the 
times for the true welfare of mankind, by uniting prayers and 
good works with the intentions of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, 
the only Savior and Master of the human race. Devotions to 
the Sacred Heart are held on the first Fridays. 
REv. LOYSIUS F . HEITKAMP, S. J., Director. 
SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH 
REv. ]. B. THEIS, S. J ..... .. . ............ ... ........ . .. . .. . Director 
JoHN A. TooMEY, '10 ...... . . ........... ... ......... ..... . Secretary 
ST. JOHN BERCHMAN'S ALTAR SOCIETY 
Moderator .. .............................. ALBERT C. RIESTER, S. ]. 
Master of Ceremonies . ........ . . . ......... . . . JosEPH J . MuLLEN, '09 
Members, 17. 
PH!LOMA TH!C SOCIETY 
Moderator ...... ..................... REv. FRANCIS J. HAGGENEY, S. J. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND TERM. 
Presidetzt. 
}USTIN W. CONKEY, ALEXANDER A. BUTLER. 
Vice-President. 
MICHAEL A. RILEY, JoHN S. BECKA. 
Secretary. 
ALEXANDER A. BuTLER, MICHAEL A. RILEY. 
Committee on Exercises. 
BENJAMIN E . LING, ALBAN ]. PREUSSER, 
JonN A. SMITH, JosEPH A. BARTELME, 
STANISLAS w. SMOLIK, JoHN BECKA. 
JOCUES DEBATING SOCIETY 
Moderator .. . .. . .......................... REv. FRANCIS X. SENN, S. J. 
OFFICERS. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND TERM. 
President. 
JosEPH ]. MuLLEN, CARL E. FREY. 
SOCIETIES 
Vice-Presidettt. 
]AMES M. EISCHEN, 
MAURICE ]. CASEY. 
Secretary. 
]AMES T. CASSIDY, JoHN A. TooMEY. 
Treasttrer. 
}OHN F. CoRRIGAN, WILLIAM c. RING. 
Committee on Exercises. 
}OHN R. REAGAN, 
JOHN H. LENZ, 
CARL E. FREY, 
MAURICE ]. CASEY, 
MARTIN 0. O'BRIEN, 
CHARLES P. BECHLER, 
RICHARD E. BRENNAN, 
}OHN G. MARTIN, 
} OSEPH ]. MULLEN, 
LEo C. CuNNINGHAM, 
DANIEL T . GALLAGHER, 
}AMES M. EISCHEN. 
GILMOUR LITERARY SOCIETY 
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Moderator ......... . .... ... ..... . ...... . REv. MATTITIAS PETERS, S.}. 
OFFICERS. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND TERM. 
Presidmt. 
FREDERIC }. BERTRAM, RICHARD }OS. MORIARTY. 
V ice-Presidet~t. 
WILLIAM P. THORPE, STANISLAS A. BECKA. 
Secretary. 
WILLIAM }. CoRRIGAN, DANIEL C. VANCE. 
Treasurer. 
NEIL IGNATIUS GALLAGHER, NEIL IGNATIUS GALLAGHER. 
BROWNSON LITERARY SOCIETY 
Moderator ................................. REv. F. X. NEBRICH, S.}. 
OFFICERS. 
President. 
}AMES s. WALSH. 
Vice-President. 
ROBERT A. FRIEDL. 
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Secretary. 
JosEPH E. O'CoNNOR. 
WASHINGTON IRVING LITERARY SOCIETY 
Modera to·r .. . ........ .. .... . .. ... . . REv. VALENTI ' EM. HORMES, S. ] . 
OFFI CERS. 
FIRST TER~I. SECOND TERM. 
Preside11t. 
(HAS. ADELBERT BRE!TUNG, CARL ]. NTilONY. 
T' icc-Prcsidi!ll f. 
CARL J. ANTHONY, CnESTER ]. BARTLETT. 
Secretary. 
CHESTER ]. BARTLETT, (HAS. ADELBERT BRE!TUNG. 
THE COLLEGE GLEE CLUB 
The College Glee Club, besides furthering a taste for vocal 
mu ic, enables the students to mini ter to the enjoyment of 
their friends at publ ic entertainment . 
JonN A. 0TTKE, A. M., Director. 
Member , 30. 
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, 1900. 
VERY REv. GEORGE ]. PICKEL, S. J . .... ........ . Rector of the College 
EUGENE QuiGLEY, L. L. B., . . .......... o ••• President of the Association 
RALPH W. CAVANAUGH ......... o •• •••••••••••• • • First Vice-Preside11t 
ROBERT P. GRIBBEN .................. o •••• • •• • Second Vice-President 
HoN. JosEPH F. SAWICKI .......... 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• • Secretary 
REv. WILLIAM H. MOSELEY ..... o o •••••••••• • ••• o •••• 0 ••••• Treasurer 
REv. T. C. O'REILLY, D. D ....... o ••••••••• • •••••••••••••• • Historia11 
REv. J OSEPII M. HORNJ G, S. J . ...... ........... .... .... . ... Chaplain 
ROBERT FISHER, L. L. B ..... "}Add" . l 
. 1II01!a WILLIAM A. CAREY, L. L.-B .. 
Lours I. LITZLER, L. L. B ... . 
Members of the Executive 
Committee. 
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THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY 
The object of the Library is to foster a taste for good and 
useful reading. 
The Circulating Department, acces ible daily to all stu-
dents, comprises over two thousand five hundred volumes of 
choice literature, carefully elected with a view to the needs of 
the college students. 
In the Reading Rooms, the leading Catholic journals and 
magazines, together with valuable works of reference, are 
placed at the service of the students, thus affording them ample 
opportunity of becoming acquainted with the current news, and 
of forming sound opinions upon important questions of the 
day. The Reading Rooms are open daily from 12:15 to 1 P. M 
ATHLETICS 
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ATHLETICS 
REv. J. B. THEIS, S.]., MoDERATOR. 
The Athletic Association has been organized to promote 
healthy exercise and physical culture. Baseball, basket-ball 
and "Soccer" football games between the different classes are 
encouraged. For gymnastic work the Association possesses a 
gymnasium 84 x 24 feet, equipped with a double set of appa-
ratus for light as well as heavy gymnastics. During the year 
75 senior and 110 junior students joined the Club. 
As athletics are but a means to enable the student to study 
the better, no student is allowed to be a member of the Repre-
sentative Teams, unless he has acquired at least 75 per cent in 
three of the four principal branches. 
OFFICERS OF THE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION. 
MR. JosEPH F. KIEFER, S. J ............. . .......... . Faculty Manager 
MR. B. LING, '00 .......................... . ............... . President 
MR. J A. TooMEY, '10 ......... . ...................... Vice-President 
MR. J. T. CASSIDY, '10 ................... . ................. . Secretary 
MR. E. T. MuRRAY, '10 .................................... Treamrer 
MR. J A. SMITH, '00 .............................. . Sergea11t-at-Arms 
OFFICERS OF THE BASEBALL TEAM. 
MR. P. A . REvELT, '10 . ................ . .................... . Manager 
MR. J F. KRESINA, '10 ..................... . ............. . ... . Captaitl 
OFFICERS OF THE BASKET-BALL TEAM. 
MR. F. J GALLAGHER, '10 .................................. . Manager 
MR. E. T. MURRAY, '10 ...................................... . Captain 
OFFICERS OF THE TRACK TEAM. 
MR. J. F. CoRRIGAN, '09 ................................. . . . Manager 
MR. J J MAHONEY, '10 ................. . .... . ....... . ... . .... Captaitl 
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PUBLIC DISCUSSIONS 
T he members of the philosophy classe held three public 
discussion during the year in pres nee of the Faculty and the 
classe of the College Department. 1 he the cs fo r discussion 
are here g iven : 
N o vEMBER 25, 1907. 
EX CRITICA 
1. Scepticismus universalis est practice impos ibilis et theoreticc 
absurdus. 
2. Dubitatio universalis methodica impossibilem reddit omnem 
demonstrationem. 
3. Tres veritates, scil, existentia propria (factum primum), prin-
cipium contradictionis ( principium primum), aptitude mentis ad verum 
cognoscendum (conditio prima), in omni judicio certo implicite 
affi rmantur, demon trari non possunt, nee demon trari debent. 
4. Testimonium conscientiae est fons cognitionis per se infa llibilis; 
hinc judicia immediata conscienti;:e per se fa! a esse ncqueunt. 
5. T estimonium sensuum externorum de existcntia corporum gignit 
veram certitudinem ; Idealismus vero acosmicus, tum extremus, tum 
physiologicus, tum dogrnaticus contradictionem in se continet. 
6. Sensus externi, si recte sunt disposit i et convenienter adhibiti 
per se fallere non possunt circa sensibile proprium. 
7. Ideas esse per se et natura sua objectorum realium repraesenta-
tiones non potest demonstrari nee debet demonstrari ; is vero, qui 
valorem objectivum idearum negat vel de eo dubitat, incidit in Scepti-
cismum universalem. 
8. Intellectus per se falli nequit in judiciis immediatis analyt icis. 
9. Ratiocinium tum deductivum, tum inductivum est per se fons 
infallibilis novae certreque cognitionis. 
10. T estimonium historicum sub quibusdam adjunctis gignit veram 
certitudinem. 
Def. : ]. S. B ECKA. Arg.: A. A. BUTLER . 
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GENERAL ETHICS 
1. God created all things for His own extrinsic glory. 
2. The relatively last interna l end of man is his own perfect hap-
piness. 
3. o created object can make man perfectly happy, but God is the 
object of man's perfect happiness. 
4. The immediate object of thi s life is to prepa re man for perfect 
happiness. 
5. There are actions which of them selves arc morally good, and 
ot hers which of themselves arc morally bad. 
G. God imposes upon men the natural law and holds them account-
able for their observance of it. 
7. Man is free from responsibility for acts performed through 
inviucible ignorance bul not for acts done in ignorance that is morally 
vincible. 
8. The natural law IS eternal and unchangeable. 
9. The nat ural la w in its most general principles and their imme-
dia te application cannot be invincibly unknown by those who have the 
full use of reason. 
10. Human laws derive their bind ing force from the natural law, 
and ultimately from God. 
Def.: M. A. RILEY. Arg.: A. ]. PREUSSER. 
FEBRUARY 29, 1908. 
EX MET APHYSICA GENERALI 
1. otio entis ut sic ad inferiora non contrahitur per modum com-
positionis metaphysic;e, sed per clariorem exprcssionem ciusdcm 
realitatis. 
2. Notio cntis ut sic non est univoca, sed analoga. 
3. I ntcrna rerum possibilitas non pcndct a potentia nequc a volun-
tatc Dei. 
4. U ltimum fundamcnt um omnium possibilium cxtrinsecum est 
essentia divina in quantum est imitabilis ad extra. 
5. Qu idquid existit vel existere potcst, est unum ct qu idem per 
suam ipsius reali tatem. 
6. 1 otio substanti<e est real is; sententia eorum qui dicunt sub-
stantiam esse merum complexum qualitatum sensibi lium ignota ratione 
coexistentium, est reicienda. 
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7. Persona non constituitur conscientia actuali vel "Auxu cogt· 
tationis." 
8. In rebus creatis cxistunt accidentia physica qu;:e realiter distincta 
sunt a substantia. 
9. Existunt in o rdinc physico vera:: causa::. 
10. Principium causalitatis est analyticum ct ideo absolute certum 
et univcr ale. 
Def.: J. W . CoNKEY. 
GENERAL ETHICS 
Arg. : E. P . N EARY, 
J. F. H.O YNt:S. 
1. Conscience when certa in must be obeyed whethe r it be correct 
or invincibly erroneous. 
2. It is never right to act with a practical doubt of conscience. 
3. When a certa in end besides liccity is absolutely to be secured, 
we must choose the safer way of securing il. 
4. In questions of mere liceity we may follow the easier course if 
a solidly probable opinion is in its favor. 
5. There exists an imperfect sanction of the natura l law in this 
life; there will be a perfect sanction in the li fe to come and it will 
consist in the possession or positive loss of man's last end, i. c., in eter-
nal beatitude or eternal unhappiness. 
6. Right generally speaking is enforcible; however enforcibility, 
whether potential or actual, does not constitute its essence. 
7. There exist true natural rights which a re valid independently 
of any positive law. 
8. The order of rights is a part of the universal ethical order; 
therefore the eparation of rights and ethics as developed by Kant must 
be rejected. 
9. Every rational being and only a rationa l being can possess rights. 
10. Vivisection is licit under certa in conditions. 
De£.: J. A. BARTELME. Arg. : G. A. BRENNAN, 
B. E. LING. 
PUBLIC D ISCUSSIONS 
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MAY 29, 1908. 
EX PSYCHOLOGIA 
l. I ntellectus hu man us es t facultas immaterial is; ideo est in homine 
an ima rat ionali s, i.e. substa ntia essentialiter di stincta a corpore, sim-
plex, spi rituali s. 
2. U na est in hom inc anima, qure e t principium vitre intell ectivre, et 
sensitiv:e et vegetativre. 
3. Anima rati onali s et corpus ita conjunguntur ut constituant unam 
naturam et unam personam. 
4. Anima rat; onalis est vera co rporis forma . 
5. An ima ra tiona li s sepa rata a co rpore perpetuo vive t. 
6. Voluntas humana p rredi ta est vera liberta te indifferenti re. 
EX THEOLOGIA NA TURALI 
7. Existentia Dei : I, ut causre improductre probatur ex contingentia 
mundi ; 2, ut causre in telligenti ex ordine mundi ; 3, ut supremi Iegis-
latori s ex ex istentia legis natura li s moralis. 
8. Deus est in fi nitu s et propterea unicus. 
9. Deus est absolute simplex et immutabilis. • 
10. Deu omnes res contingentes pos itive conservat. 
Def.: S . W . SMOLIK. 
Arg.: M. A. RILEY. 
EX ETHICA SPECIAL! 
I. The system of the Socialists is based upon false principles. 
2. Man has a natural right to acquire perfect ownership of external 
material things. 
3. Mere first occupancy is by itself a valid title to ownership. 
4. Marriage is a natural society and possesses the properties of 
unity and indissolubility. 
5. The education of children belongs by natural right to their 
parents. 
6. Civil society is a natural society and not the result of the "Social 
Contract." 
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7. The object of civil society is not merely the protection of pri-
vate rights nor IS it the public welfare considered as an end in itself. 
8. The object of civil society is the public welfare subj ect to man's 
last end and only in as far as it cannot be obtained by private activity. 
9. State Monopoly of Tnstruction mu t be rejected as unjust and 
harmful. 
10. Liberalism must be rejectrd. 
De£.: J OH:-.1 A. s~nTH. i\rg.: ] . A. BARTEL \ IE. 
Er-:TERTAIN~IENTS G9 
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ENTERTAINMENTS 
During the scholastic year entertainments are given by 
single classes. Iusical pieces and declamations are combined 
with original compositions and class exercises on various 
branche to call forth the activity and interest of the students. 
CONTEST IN DECLAMATION 
OF THE ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT, FOR THE \.OLD MEDAL, 
NOVEMBER 27, 1907. 
The Slave's Dream .............................. . . II. TV. Longfellow 
]AMES SHERRY. 
The Revolutionary Rising ... . ........... .. . .. .......... Thos. B. Read 
CHARLES ADELBERT BREITUNG. 
Warren's Address ... . ... .... ..... ........ ....... . ....... .I. Pierpont 
FRANCIS A. BOEHNLEIN. 
The Brave Fireman .. ... ..... ............ ................ E. Rexford 
Jos EPH H. O'CONNOR . 
Belshazzar . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A nonymorts 
N OR~1AN WmTEIIEAD. 
The Deserter ................................... . ...... B<Iyard Taylor 
JOHN ]. GAFF 'EY. 
Warren's Address ..... .. .... . .... ...... . .. ............. . .I. Pierpo11/ 
CART, A. FREIDEL. 
DEBATE ON PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE 
BY THE JOGUES DEBATING SOCIETY OF ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 
TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1908. 
Resolved, that: "Protection is Preferable to Free Tr:tde :ts a 
Commercial Policy for the United States." 
Chairman: MR. JoHN A. MARTIN. 
Affirmat ive: MR. JosEPH ]. MuLLEN, 
MR. JOHN H. LENZ. 
Negative: MR. CARL E. FREY, 
MR. }OHN R. REAGAN. 
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MUSICAL PROGRAM 
1. "Witch's Dance'" ... . ..................................... . Pagaai11i 
PlANO SoLO BY MR. RICIIARD E. BRE A . 
2. "Praise Ye the Lord" ........... . . .......... . ............ . ....... . 
COLLEGE CllOJ R. 
3. ' 'The ·wind and the 1Ia rp" ................ ..... ............ G"i<n•cr 
DUET BY MESSRS. JoHN A. s~IITII AND \V~I. c. Rt G. 
4. "Tannhauscr" .... . ........... . .... . ...................... . IVag11er 
PIANO SOLO BY MR. RICIIARD E. 1:3RENNAN. 
5. "After Toiling Cometh Rest" .............................. . . Blake 
CoLLEGE C1101 R. 
JUDGES OF Tl.lE DEBATE. 
C. ]. ANTHONY, EsQ., 
R. W. CAVANAUGH, EsQ., 
J. L. DowLING, L. L. B., 
R. P. GRIUBEN, EsQ., 
E. P. QUIGLEY, L. L. B. 
CONTEST IN ELOCUTION 
BETWEEN FRESHMAN AND l'IRST ACADEMIC, FOR THE GOLD MEDAL 
PROGRAM. 
1. "Praise Ye the Lord" ...................................... Wagner 
COLLEGE GLEE CLUB. 
2. The Murder of Duncan ............................... . Shakespeat·e 
STANISLAS A. BECKA. 
3. Regulus to the Carthagenians ........................... E. Kellogg 
RAYMOND F. BoDv. 
4. High School March ........................................ Veazie 
RICHARD E. BRENNAN. 
5. Chatham's Addre s in Behalf of the Colonists . . ... .. .......... .. . 
DANIEL T. GALLAGHER. 
6. "Over the Hills at Break of Day" .......... ......... ..... . Steve11.s 
COLLEGE GLEE CLUB. 
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7. Hamlet's Soliloquy .. , . . ..... , ..... , ... . . , ..... , ..... , .Shakespeare 
Wr LLrAM C RtNG. 
8. The Murder o f Duncan .. . ..... . .... , ........ . •....... .Shakespeare 
] AMES M. EISCHEN. 
9. "After T oili ng Cometh Rest" .... . ........ , .... , ..... , , , .. .. . Blake 
COLLEGE GLEE CLUB. 
"IN THE FOOL'S BAUBLE .. 
A DRAMA IN THREE ACTS, BY MR. JOliN D. M'CARTI!Y, S. J. 
WEDNESDAY EVEN ING, MAY 20, 1908. 
PERSONS REPRESENTED. 
Louis XL, King of France . .......... . . . .......... ]OilN 11. Lt': NZ, '09 
Rene of Anjou, K ing of Provencc .. . ... . . . ..... . . C\RL E. FREY, '09 
Armand D'Angoul ord, Prime Min ister to Rene .. ] AMES M. EISCHEN, '10 
Tartarin De Moripont, Leader of Rene's Forces . .. ]OliN A. S~l lTll, '00 
L e F eignant, J ester to Rene ............ . . . .... BENJAMIN E. LtNG, '08 
Stephen, Abbot of Belleriviere . . ............. MARTJN 0. O'BRIEN, '10 
H enri De Soury, Friend of Tartarin .... , ...... . ] OliN R lTEAGAN, '09 
Florimond De Bellefontaine, a Fop ... .. . . ....... . ] OliN S. BECKA, '00 
Vincent De Perivaux, Friend of Armand ...... RAYMOND F. BoDY, '11 
Maurice Lavergne, a French Knight. .......... IAUR!CE J CASEY, '10 
Gasper, an Innkeeper ...... ... . .... .... FREDERICK J A. BERTRAM, '11 
Francois, a Waiter. .......... . . ... ..... DANIEL Tnos. M .HTHEWS, '12 
Antoine, ]OH F. CoRRIGAN, '09 
Perrinet, GEORGE H. MR,\Z, '09 
Peasants ....... ..... ... . . .. ........ .. ...... . .... ... ... . . ... . 
Randulp h, a So ldier. ................ . .. .... JosEPH E. O'CONNOR, '12 
1ontoir, a Tool of De Moripont. . .... .. ..... .. . ] OIIN E. FRIEDL, '10 
Captain of the Guard . . . . . ...... ... ........... ROBERT A FRIEDL, '12 
Courtiers, Pages, Monks and Soldiers by Students of the College. 
TWEN1Y-SECOND ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT 
WED ESDAY, JUNE 17, 1908. 
PROGRAM. 
EvoLUTION : 
Evolution by Mutation-Oration ....... .. .............. B. E. LING, '00 
Evolution by Variation-Oration ..... ... ........ .... . ]. S. BECKA, '08 
Valedictory ... .. . ...... . ..... . .. ... . .. .... . . .. . .. ... . ]. A SMITH, '08 
Address to the Graduates ............ R. F. FISHER, L. L. B., M.A., '95 
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CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
The Degree of Mast r of J\ rts was conferred upon 
FRA CIS JOSEPJI FTESlNGER, B. J\. 
RICHARD JAMf~S LJ\MJ3, B. A. 
The Degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred upon 
JOSEPll ALOYSlUS BJ\RTELME 
JOliN STANISLAS BECKA 
GEORGE AMERO E BRE ' NAN 
ALEXANDER AUSTlN BUTLER 
JUSTIN W ILLIA1I CONKEY 
JOH FRANCIS HOYNES 
BE JAMlN EUGENE Ll 1 G 
EDWARD PATRICK 1EARY 
ALBAN JOSEPH PREUSSER 
MICllAEL A TIIONY RILEY 
JOHN ALOYSIUS SMITH 
T ANISLAS WESS S:.10LIK 
PRIZES 
INTER-COLLEGIATE CONTESTS 
INTER..COLLECIA TE ENGLISH ESSAY 
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The annual contest for the Bremner Prize was held on 
Wednesday, March 24, 1908. The subject assigned was: 
"Critical Reading of History a Duty of the Catholic Graduate." 
The contest wa open to all students taking the College Course 
in the following Un iversities and Colleges: 
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri. 
St. Xavier College, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
St. Mary's College, St. Mary's, Kansas. 
St. Ignatius College, Chicago, Illinois. 
Detroit College, Detroit, Michigan. 
Marquette Un iversity, Mil waukee, Wisconsin. 
Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska. 
St. Ignatius College, Cleveland, Ohio. 
St. John's College, Toledo, Ohio. 
Sacred Heart College, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. 
The F irst Prize, a purse of $50.00, was won by a student of St. 
Louis University. 
The Second Prize, a purse of $20.00, was won by a student of 
St. Louis University. 
The Third Prize, a purse of $15.00, was won by a student of St. 
Mary's College. 
JNTER.COLLECIA TE LA TIN 
The Annual Contest for the Inter-collegiate Latin Prize 
,, a~ held on ·wednesday, April 22, 1908. The contest was 
o·,cn to all students of the College classes (with the exception 
of the Philosophy class) in the College which competed for ~~1 ~ Inter-collegiate English Prize. 
The Gold Medal for the best Latin composition was merited by 
Jon:-~ R. REAGAN, '09, of St. Ignatius College, Oeveland, 0. 
Distingui hed: CARL E. FREY, MAURICE ]. CASEY, JosEPH ]. 
MuLLEN, of St. Ignatius College, Cleveland, 0. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES 
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT 
SENIOR 
Gold Medal, presented by the Rt. Rev. Felix M. Boff, Administrator 
of the Diocese of Cleveland, was awarded to 
JonN S. BECKA. 
Premiums awarded to 
STANISLAS W. SMOLIK, JusTIN W. CoNKEY, ]OHN A. SMITH. 
Distinguished in 
Metaphysics: JosEPH A. BARTELME, ALBAN ]. PREUSSER, ALEXANDER 
A. BUTLER. 
Moral Philosophy: ]OSEPH A. BARTELME, ALBAN ]. PREUSSER, MICHAEL 
A. RILEY, ALEXANDER A. BUTLER, BENJAMIN E. LING. 
English: ALEXANDER A. BUTLER, BENJAMIN E. LING, EDWARD P. NEARY. 
History of Philosophy: GEORGE A. BRENNAN, MICHAEL A. RILEY. 
Biology and Physiology: BENJAMIN E. LING, EDWARD P. NEARY. 
SOPHOMORE 
Gold Medal, presented by the Rev. N. Pfeil, was awarded to 
CARL E. FREY. 
Premiums awarded to 
JosEPH ]. MuLLEN, JoHN R. HEAGAN, RicHARD E. BRENNAN, 
]OHN H. LENZ. 
Distinguished in 
Evidences of Religio1~: ]OHN A . MARTIN, JoHN T. CoRRIGAN, GEORGE 
H. MRAZ, THOMAS E. McKENNEY. 
English: ]OHN A. MARTIN. 
Mathematics: ]AMES L. FARAGHER. 
Chemistry: GEORGE H. MRAz. 
History: ]OHN A. MARTIN. 
HISTORY 
The Gold Medal, donated by the Alumni Association of St. Ignatius 
College, for the best Historical Essay, competed for by the 
students of Sophomore and Freshman, was awarded to 
]OHN R. HEAGAN. 
Next in Merit: 
}AMES M. EISCHEN. 
Subject: "The Civil War: its Causes, Costs, and Consequences." 
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FRESHMAN 
Gold Medal, presented by the Rev. Francis T. Moran, was awarded to 
]AMES M. EISCHEN. 
Premiums awarded to 
LEO C. CuNNINGHAM, CHARLES P. BECHLER. 
Distinguished in 
Evidc11ccs of Rcligiou: ]AMES ::VI. CowAN, MAURICE]. CASEY, GEORGE 
•. STUBER. 
Trigonometry: MAURICE C. CASEY, IGNATIUS W. MATUSKA, GEORGE 1 
STUBER. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT 
FIRST ACADEMIC 
Gold Medal, presented by Rev. A. B. Stuber, was awarded to 
FRANCIS ]. OsBORNE. 
Premiums awarded to .' 
STANISLAS A. BECKA, RAYMOND W. MARTIN. 
Distinguished in 
Religi01~: RAYMO D F. BODY, RICHARD ]. MORIARTY. 
Latin: Lours M. PETRASH. 
Greek: Lours M. PATRASH. 
English: RAYMOND F. BoDY, FREDERICK F. SPITZIG. 
Mathematics: RAYMOND F. BODY, HARRY V. PARYZEK, HowARD vV. 
HENDRICKSEN. 
CONTEST IN ELOCUTION BETWEEN FRESHMEN AND 
FIRST ACADEMIC 
Gold Medal, presented by the Ron. F. V. Faulhaber, was won by 
RAYMOND F. BODY. 
Next in Merit: 
]AMES M. EISCHEN. 
SECOND ACADEMIC 
DIVISION A. 
Gold Medal, presented by the Rev. Casimir Reichlin, was awarded to 
WM. LEO SPELLACY. 
Premiums awarded to 
JosEPH P. McCANN, JosEPH H. ]. O'CoNNOR, RoBERT A. FRIEDL, RAY-
MOND A. K.ATHE. 
Distinguished in 
Christian Doctrine: RAYMOND]. A. GoRMAN, WILLIAM H. MARCHANT, 
]OHN ]. FRENA, THOMAS D. BYRNE, JosEPH A. BRuG, 
SYLVESTER LYNCH, DANIEL ]. SAVAGE. 
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Latin: RAYMOND J. A. GoRMAN, WrLL!AM H. MARCHA T, DANIEL J. 
SAVAGE. 
English: DANIEL J. SAVAGE, WrLLIAM H. MARCHANT, JoHN J. FRENA, 
RAYMOND]. A . GoRMAN. 
Greek: RAYMOND ]. A. GoRMAN, WILLIAM H . MARCHANT DANlEL J. 
SAVAGE. 
German: RAYMONn ]. A. GORMAN. 
Geometry: WILLIAM H. MARCHANT, RAYMOND ]. A. GORMAN, 
JosEPH A . BauG. 
History: WILLIAM H. MARCHANT. 
Botany: DANlEr. ]. SAVAGE. 
SECOND A CADEMIC 
DIVISION B. 
Gold Medal, presented by the Rev. Thomas F. Fahey, awarded 
ARTHUR L. DtPPEL. 
Premium awarded to 
C. ADELBERT BRETTUNG, LEo C. WARTH, WALTER E. MARQ UARD, CHESTER 
J. BARTLETT, DANIEL B. KmuY, DANlEL C. MATTHEWS. 
Distinguished in 
Religion: CARL ]. ANTHONY, Jon ll. BRINDLEY, WALTER L. FAs-
NACHT, OTTo FLEMING, STEPHEN C. MrKLISON, LADISLAS A. 
SEFCIK, JonN W. SouNSKr. JosEPH ]. STEDRONSI<r, 
HuGH E . STOREY, EuGENE M. SMITH. 
Greek: EuGENE M. SMITH. 
English: CARL]. ANTHONY, WALTER L. FASNACHT. 
Geometry: CARL J. A THONY, WALTER L. FASNACHT, JoHN W. 
SOLINSK!. 
History: CARL]. ANTHONY, WALTER L. FAs ACHT, EuGENE M. SMITH. 
Botany: JoHN W. SoLINSKI. 
CONTEST IN DECLAMATION IN THE ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT 
Gold Medal, presented by the President of the College, was won by 
JosEPH E. O'CONNOR. 
Next in Merit: 
JoaN J. GAFFNEY. 
THIRD ACADEMIC 
DIVISION A. 
Gold Medal, presented by the Rev. Anthony Hynek, was awarded to 
ALFRED BRICKEL. 
Premiums awarded to 
PAUL J. PREUSSER, RALPH L'EsTRANGE, JoHN A. FrLAK, 
RAYMOND RATH. 
• 
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Distinguished in 
Christiaa Doctri11e: RICHARD RoTH, WJLFRID S. Ross. 
RAYMOND DEMPSEY. 
Lati11: ]OHN P. KALINA, CARL P. RoTH, MAURICE M. MuRPHY. 
Greek: ]OHN P. KALINA, CARL P. RoTH. 
Algebm: JusTIN DE LA GRANGE, WILFRID S . Ross. 
fl istor)• : ]l-~T I'I Ik LA GaA 'G£, vVILFRID S. Ross. 
THIRD ACADEMIC 
DIVISION B. 
Gold Medal, presented by Rev. Jas. ]. Quinn, was awarded to 
LoUIS }. I!ANISKO. 
Premiums awarded to 
WENCESLAS A. SLABY, FRANK P. BuNGART, Orro V. ANTHONY, GEORGE 
A. GRAB!'FI.BER, FRANCIS GERM.o MooNEY, Or.DRICK ANTHONY 
MAZANEC. 
Distinguished in 
Christian Doctritte: FRANCIS A. BOEHNLEIN, EDWARD A. SALETTEL, 
}{OBERT J. STRITTMATTER, FRANCIS YOUNG, ORBERT GEO. 0ITKE, 
WILLIAM KONAS, ]NO. B. HRIVNAK, FABIANO s. CATALANO, 
THOMAS ]. GuNNING. 
Latin: HUGH F. McGr 'NESS, FRANCIS YouNG. 
English: RoBERT J. STRITTMATTER, LEO M. STEVENSON. 
Algebra: RoBERT]. STRITTMATTER, WILLIAM A. CuNNINGHAM, EDWARD 
A. SALETTEL. 
Greell: FRANCIS YouNG, FRANCIS A. BOEHNLEIN. 
Distinguished in 
1/istory: FRANCIS A. BoEH LEIN, EDWARD A. SALEITEL, ROBERT J. 
STRITTMATTER. 
FOURTH A CA DEMIC 
DIVJSION A. 
Gold Medal, presented by Theodore A. Weed, M . D., was a w arded to 
J oSEPH C. BRANDENSTEJN. 
Premiums awarded to 
]oH P. CoRRIGAN, WM. ]. MuELLER, FRANCIS ]. McGLYNN, PETER 
KMIECEK, FRANCIS P. BRENNAN, J OHN]. CAWLEY, J oHN A. RANDEL. 
D istinguished in 
Cht-istian Doctrine : BERNARD J . ArsH, J oHN F. Baoz, JosEPH GmBONS, 
GEORGE F. GREVE, J osEPH P. HEFFERNAN, W M. A. HowE, 
SYLVESTER R. MAHER, J osEPH MEMISHEN, ] AMES 
MULQUEENY, EDMUND M. O'BRIEN. 
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Algebt·a: ]OHN F. BRoz, GEORGE F. GREVE, EDMUND M . O'BRIEN, EMIL 
RECHKA, ]AMES MULQUEEN¥, SYLVESTER MAUER, 
FRANCIS MAHER. 
Latin: ]OHN F. BROZ, FRANCIS ]. SORDS. 
Et~glish: GEORGE F. GREVE, VICTOR G. WALSH, WM. A. HowE JosEPH 
P. HEFFERNAN. 
H -istory: VICTOR G. \VALSH, GEORGE F. GREVE, JoSEPH P. HEFFERNAN, 
]AMES MULQUEEN¥. 
Ph:ysical Geography: GEORGE F. GREVE, EDMUND M. O'BRIEN. VICTOR 
G. wALSH, SYLVESTER R. MAHER, vVM. A. HowE, FRANCIS 
]. SoRos, LESLIE L. ScuLLY, BERNARD ]. Arsll. 
Bookkeeping: GEORGE F. GREVE. 
FOURTH ACADEMIC 
DIVISION B. 
Gold Medal, presented by Mr. Henry Trenkamp, Sr., was awarded to 
MICHAEL J. HYNES. 
Premiums awarded to 
EuGENE F. R osFELDER, EDMUND T. BRIGHAM, CARL ]. KosTER, ERNEST 
ZIMMER, CARL A. THOEMMES, ANDREW V AGAS, ]OHN S. 
PoLLAKOWSKr, ALBERT H. SERRER. 
Distinguished in 
Christian Doctrine: JosEPH C. ScHWARZ, ANDREW J. RosHETKO, JonN B. 
MILLER, J. EARL KELLEY, FRA• CIS J. MAHONEY, JosEPH B. 
SPISAK, Do~tiNrc 0. ilhELCAREK. 
Latin: Do~[l • r 0. l\1rELCAREK. 
Algebra : A DREW J. RosHETKO, DoMINIC 0. 1mLCAREK. 
Histor::F ANnR~:w ]. RosnETKO·, DoMr, rc 0. MIELCAREK, 
KELLEY, FRANCIS ]. MAHONEY. 
Bookkeeping: J osEPH C. ScHWARZ, ANDREW ]. R osHETKO, 
J. MAHONEY, J. EARL KELLEY, ]OHN H. MILLER. 
LOYOLA HIGH SCHOOL 
FOURTH ACADEMIC 
J. ~r 
FRANCIS 
Gold Medal, presented by the Rev. Gilbert P. Jenning . was awarded to 
FRANCIS J. DORAN. 
Premiums awarded to 
THOMAS F. HOGAN, ALBERT M . D oNzE, C HARLES W . McD o NOUGH, CLAR-
ENCE ]. P ERRIER, HAROLD G. FORESTALL, PAUL c. SMITH. 
• 
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Distinguished in 
Christiml Doctrine: W. SIDLEY BYRNE, NEIL }. CoLLINS, 'vVrLLIAM }. 
KENNEDY, CHARLES A. KEYES, WILLIAM J. ROGERS, ARTHUR 
KEYES, ROBERT E. MANNING, DAMIEN SAWYER. 
Lath•: W. SIDLEY BYRNE, "i\Eir. J. CoLLINS, ARTHUR KEYES, ROBERT 
E. MANNING. 
English: RoBERT E. MANNING. 
Algebra: ORMAN }. WHITEHEAD, ARTHUR KEYES. 
History : 'vV. SIDLEY BYRNE. 
Bookkeeping: CHARLES A. K~:vEs, NoRMAN }. WHITEHEAD, GERARD F. 
TENBUSCH. 
Physical Geograph31: ORMAN }. 'vVHITEHEAD. 
PRE .. ACADEM!C 
Gold 1edal, presented by the Rev. Charles }. Moseley, '95 awarded to 
JoHN E. SzABO. 
Premil!ms 2\\ardcd :o 
EDWARD PETRAS, JosEPH JuHASZ. 
Distinguished in 
English: WALTER H. LucAS. 
Penmanship: Jos. 0NDREY. 
GERMAN LITERATURE 
Premium: 
]AMES M . EISCHEN. 
Distinguished: 
JoHN lT. LENZ, CARL E. FREY, ARTHUR L . D IPPEL, JosEPH J. MULLEN, 
JoHN R. REAGAN, R ICHARD E. BRENNAN. 
GRAMMAR 
FIRST CLASS. 
Premium: 
Lours M. PETRASH. 
Distinguished: 
JoHN F . CoRRIGAN. 
SECOND CLASS-DIVISION A . 
Premium: 
WM. LEO SPELLACY. 
Distinguished: 
J osEPH P. McCANN, Josr:PH H. J. O'CoNNOR, RAYliWND J. A. GoRMAN. 
SECOND CLASS-DIVISION B. 
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P remium: 
CHARLES ADELBERT BREITUNG. 
THIJUJ CLASS-DIVISION A. 
Premium: 
PAUL ]. PREUSSER. 
Distinguished : 
GEORGE AUMANN, ALFRED BRICKEL, RICHARD ROTH. 
THIRD CLASS-DIVISION B. 
Premium: 
FRANCIS P. BUNGART. 
Distinguished : 
FRANCIS A. BoEH LEIN, EDwARD A. SALETTEL, FRANCIS YouNG, 
FouRTH CLAss-DIVISION A. 
Premium : 
]OHN P. CoRRIGAN. 
Distinguished : 
EDMU I) M. O'BRIE ' GEORGE F. GREVE, ]OHN F. BROZ, FERDINAND 
A. HECHT. 
FOURTH CLASS-DIVISION B. 
P remium: 
EuGENE F. RosEFELDER. 
Distinguished : 
j OSEPH c. SCHWARZ, ]OHN s. POLLAKOWSKI, MICHAEL ]. HYNES, CARL 
]. KOSTER, EDMUND T. BRIGHAM, ERNEST ZIMMER, CARL 
A. THOEMMES. 
LOYOLA HIGH SCHOOL 
P remium : 
THOMAS F. HOGAN. 
Distinguished : 
ALBERT M. DONZE, FRANCIS ]. DORAN, HAROLD G. FORESTALL. 
PRE-ACADEMIC CLASS. 
Premium: 
CHARLES HOCHWALT. 
Distinguished: 
W ILLIAM MESSMER. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING. 
Premium: 
Lours M. PETRASH. 
Distinguished: 
CHARLES P. BECHLER, HARRY v. p ARYZEK. 
STUDENTS 
ROLL OF STUDENTS 
AHERN, EDMUND ]. 
Aisii, BERNARD 
ANTHONY, CARL ]. 
ANTHONY, OTTO v. 
• ANTOLIK, MATTHEW VIN CENT 
ANTOLIK, RUDOLF ]. 
APATHY, OscAR R. 
BARTELME, ]OS E"I'Il A. 
BARTLETT, CHESTE R ]. 
BAUER, CARL A. 
BAUER, ]OilN 
BECHLER, CHARLES P. 
BECKA, ]OliN s. 
BECKA, STANlSLAS A. 
ECKMAN, HARRY ]. 
BERTRAM, FREDERI CK ]. A. 
BODY, RAYMOND T. 
BOEHNLEIN, FRANCIS A. 
BRANDENSTEIN, ]OSE I' H C. 
EREITUNG, CHARLES ADALBERT 
BRENNAN, FRANCIS P. 
BRENNAN, GEORGE A. 
BRENNAN, RICHARD E . 
BRICHACEK, FRANCIS A . 
BRICKEL, ALFI}ED G. 
BRIGHAM, EDMUND T. 
BRINDLEY, ]Ol:IN H. 
BROCK, PAUL H. 
B ROZ, ] OHN F. 
BRUG, CA,RL fRANCIS 
BRUG, ]osEPn A. P. 
BUNGART, FRANCIS P. 
BuTLER, A. AusnN 
BYRNE, MYLES c. 
BYRNE, THOMAS DAN! EL 
CARRABINE, ]OHN A. 
CASEY, MAURICE ]. 
CASSIDY, ]AMES T. 
CA"L\LANO, FABIANO S. 
CAWLEY, ]OHN ]. 
CIZEK, ]OSEPU E. 
CoLLINs, H. LEo 
CoNKEY, JusTIN W. 
CoNNOns, vVILLIAM IGNATIUS 
CORRIGAN, ]OliN F. 
CoRRIGAN, ]OHN P. 
CORRIGAN, WILLIAM J. 
CORSO, ANTONIO 
COWAN, ]AMES M. 
CREADON, GEORGE EDWARD 
CuNNINGHAM, LEo C. 
CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM A. 
DACEK, ]EREMIAH 
DE GRIES, EDwARD Jos. 
DE LA GRANGE, ]USTJN F. 
DEMPSEY, RAY~lOND A . 
DESSON, RAYMOND A. 
DrK, CLARENCE \V. 
DIPPEL, ARTllUR L. 
DUBOSCH, FRANCIS }OS. 
EISCHEN, ]AMES F. 
FARAGHER, }AMES L. 
FARREN, WILLIAM E . P. 
FASNACHT, WALTER L. 
FERAN, HUGH D. 
FJLAK, ]OHN A. 
FINN, WILLIAM 
FISHER, ROBERT C. 
FLAVIN, }OSEPJI W. 
FLEMMING, OTTO R. 
FoRD, MYLES E. 
FoRTELKA, FRANCIS W. 
FRAZER, MYLES A. 
FREIDEL, CARL A. 
FRENA, ] OHN ]. 
FREY, CARL E. 
FRIEDL, ]OHN E. 
FRIEDL, }OSEPH 
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FRIEDL, RoBERT A. 
GAFFNEY, JOHN J. 
GALLAGIIER, DANIEL T. 
GALLAGHER, FRANCIS J. 
GALLAGHER, NElL A. 
GALLAGHER, TnoRPE AuG. 
GALLAGHER, VINCENT J. 
GANNON, WILLIAM I. 
GAUL, LEROY ]AS. 
GIBBONS, J OSEPll A. 
GIBSON, FRANCIS A. 
GoRMAN, RAYMOND J. A. 
GRABFELDER, GEORGE A. 
GREVE, GEORGE F. 
Gu ' NING, THOMAS J . 
HANISKO, Lours J. 
HANNAN, EDWIN 
HART, GEORGE A. 
HAYES, CIIESTER ]AMES 
HEAGAN, ]OHN R. 
HECHT, FERDINAND 
HEFFERNAN, JosEPH P. 
HEFFERNAN, WILLIAM M. 
HEm, J osEPH M. 
HELLRIEGEL, NORMAN 
HENDRICKSEN, HowARD \V. 
HLAVATY, ]AMES A. 
HocnwALD, CHARLES F. 
HOGAN, WILLIAM J 
HOLTWICK, JOSEPH B. 
HoRSCHLER, WILLIAM N. 
HoRNYAK, EDWARD 
HowE, WILLIAM A. 
HOYNES, JOHN F. 
HRIVNAK, JOHN B. 
HUBER, EDWARD HEXRY 
HYNES, MicHAEL Jos. 
J AGLENSKI, PETER PAUL 
]ARZYNSKI, IGNATIUS M. 
JuHASz, JosEPH B . 
KALI 'A, JoHN P. 
KALLAl, JULIUS 
KATHE, RAYMOND A. 
KEGG, THOMAS Jos. 
KELLY, J. EARL 
Kl LBAN E, CORNELIUS V . 
KIRBY, DANIEL B. 
KIRBY. MAURICE H . 
KLAFCINSKI, BRUNO R. 
KuKA, Jos EPH 
KMIECIK, PETER 
KNrOLA, JonN B. 
KoNAS, WrLLtAM 
KosTER, CARL J. 
KRAJ!\Y AK, Lours 
KRE I NA, FRA CI S J. 
KRESINA, JosEPH F. 
LAXGE, JosEPH 
L.' c; ENDOERFER, FRANCI S 
LENZ, JonN H. 
L'ESTRANGE, THOJ\IAS RALPH 
LTNG, BENJAMIN E. 
LUCAS, WALTE R II. 
LYNCH, SYLVESTER J. 
MAHER, FRANCIS J. 
MAUER, SYLVEST ER R. 
MAHONEY, FRANCIS J. 
;_{A!lONEY, JoSEPH J. 
MAHONEY, WILLIAM E. 
MAJEWSKI, ALEXANDER 
MAJEWSKI, ATil!\NASIUS R. 
:.T.\JEWSKT, FELIX T. 
MAN ING, GILMOUR J. 
MARCHANT, WILLIAM H. 
MARQUARD, \Ill ALTER E. 
MARTIN, JoHN A . 
MART IN, RAYMOND w. 
l\L\RU)IA, HENRY 
l\[ASEK, CHARLES 
l\IASEK, FRANCIS J. 
l\ Lo\STEN' p A REY 
.1.\ T)IY, JAMES J OS. 
MATTHEWS, DANIEL T. 
.l\IATUSKA, IGNATIUS W. 
1\fAZANEZ, 0LDRICK A. 
I cCANN, Jo EPH P . 
~1cCONVILLE, JOliN 
TcCoNVILLE, THORPE J . 
! 
McCoNVILLE, CnAs. RussELL 
McDEVITT, CHARLES THos. 
McGINNEss, HuGH F. 
McGLYJ.'\N, FRANCIS ]. 
McGuiRE, ]AMES A. 
MciNNES, J. LEO 
McKENNEY, THOMAS E. 
MEEIIEN, JonN Jos. 
MEMISIIEN, ]OSJ;:PH 
MESSMER, WILLIAM ]OS. 
METZGER, JoSEPH L. 
MIELCAREK, DOMINICK 0. 
MIKLISON, STEPHEN c. 
MILLER, ]OHN H. 
MooNEY, FRANCis G. 
MORIARTY, RICHARD ] OS. 
MRAZ, GEORGE H. 
MuELLER, WILLIAM C. 
MuLLANE, RICHARD ] . 
MuLLEN, Jos EPH ] No. 
MuLQUEEN¥, ]AMES Jos. 
MuRPHY, ]AMES ]. 
MURPIIY, MAURICE M . 
MURPHY, PATRICK S. 
MuRRAY, EDWARD T. 
NAUMANN, GEORGE A. 
NEARY, EDWARD P. 
O ' BOYLE, ]OSEPH 
O'BRIEN, EDMUND M. 
O'BRIEN, HARRY 
O'BRIEN, JosEPH D. 
O'BRIEN, MARTIN 0. 
O'CONNOR, JOSEPH H. 
OLYNSKI, DoMINIC F. 
0NDREY, ]OSEPH L. 
OsBORNE, FRANCIS ]. 
OsTROWSKI, JosEPH P. 
0TTKE, NORBERT G. 
PARYZEK, HARRY V. 
PEPPARD, ARTHUR ]. 
PETRAS, EDWARD ]OS. 
PETRASH, Lours M . 
PIPP, BENJAMIN w. 
POLLAKOWSKI, ] OHN S. 
S-runENT~ 
POWERS, KENNETH F. 
PREUSSER, PAUL ]os. 
PREUSSER, ALBAN ]. 
PRIMCIC, ]. ANTHONY 
RANDEL, FREDERICK A. 
RATII, RAYMOND G. 
RECHKA, EMIL ]. 
REILLY, GILBERT A. 
REINARTZ, WILLIAM ]. 
REVELT, PETER A. 
REYNOLDS, CHESTER ]OHN 
RILEY, MICHAEL A. 
RING, WILLIAM c. 
RITTINA, ]OSEPH 
ROBB, WILFRID s. 
RosFELDER, EuGENE F. 
ROSIIETKO, ANDREW ]. 
Ro INSKI, FRANCIS S . 
ROTH, CARL T. 
ROTH, RICHARD P. 
RYDER, THOMAS 
SALETTEL, EDWARD A. 
SAVAGE, DANIEL ]os. 
SAvAGE, HUGH ]. 
SAWICKI, BRUNO ]. 
SCHEDEL, HENRY A. 
SCHIED, AUSTIN PHILIP 
ScrnwLDT, RAYMOND L. 
SCHWARTZ, EDWARD F. 
SCUIVARTZ, ]OSEPH (. 
ScuLLY, JosEPH LESLIE 
SEEHOLZER, ADOLF M. 
SEFCIK, LADISLAS L . 
SERRER, ALBERT H. 
SHANNON, THOMAS V. 
SHAUGHNESSY, ]OHN S. 
SHERRY, ]AMES c. 
SLABY, WENCESLAS A. 
SMITH, EUGENE M. 
SMITH, ]OHN A . 
SMOLIK, STANISLAS W. 
SoLINSKI, JoHN W. 
SORDS, FRANCIS ]. 
SPELLACY, WILLIAM LEO 
fl3 
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SPISAK, JOSEPH B. 
SPITZIG, FREDERICK F. 
SROKA, FRANClS F. 
STANTON, EDWARD c. 
STEDRO SKY, }OSEPH ]. 
STEIN, RAYMOND EDWARD 
STEVENSON, LEO 
STEWART, VINCENT A . 
STOREY, H . EDWARD 
STRITTMATTER, ROBERT ]. 
STUBER, GEORGE N. 
SuGRUE, ]OHN ] . 
SwEENEY, DoMINIC ]. 
SzABo, JOliN E. 
TE PAs, EDMUND ] . 
THOEMMES, CARL A. 
THORPE, WILLJAM P. 
TOKESKY, MJCJ;!AEL 
TOMASEK, LADISLAS T. 
TOOMEY, ]OllN A. 
TRAY• OR, }AMES E. 
TRENKAMP, HENRY }. 
TWAROWGOWSKI, }OSEPII PETER 
V AGAS, ANDREW 
VANCE, DANIEL c. 
WAGNER, FRANC! X. 
'vV ALSII, } AMES S. 
WALSH, VICTOR]. 
WARTH, LEO A. 
WEIZER, ALEXANDEH 
WELSH, WALTER 
WINTER, ORBERT A. 
WOLF, EMIL E. 
WRIGHT, LOUIS EARL 
YouNG, FRANCIS 
ZIMMER, ERNEST 
ZIOLKOWSKI, J OSEPll 
ZouLEK, }OHN A. 
LOYOLA HIGH SCHOOL 
BoYLAN, TERRAN,CE 
BYRNE, w. SIDLEY 
CoLLI s, NEIL ]. 
DITTOE, GERALD c. 
DONZE, ALBERT M. 
DORAN, FRANCIS ]. 
FORESTALL, HAROLD G. 
HALEY, }AMES 
,HOGAN, THOMAS F. 
KENNEDY, WILLIAM ]. 
KEYES, ARTHUR 
KEYE5, Cl'!ARLES A. 
ROLL OF STUDENTS 
McDoNOUGH, CHARLES W. 
MANNING, ROBERT E. 
O'REILLY, RALPH A. 
ROBERTS, ORMAN 
RoGERS, WILLIAM }. 
PERRIER, CLARENCE }. 
SAVAGE, WILLIAM P. 
SAWYER, DAMIAN 
SMITH, PAUL c. 
TENBUSCH, GERHARD F. 
\VHJTEHEAD, NORMAN ]. 
School reopens Wednesday, September 2, 1908 
Entrance Examinations will be held August 27 and 28 
L. D.S. 
